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AIM• Politics
Jackson, local Democrats urge
students to
 head to the polls
—mu
oft
Jesse Jackson urges students to vote at Lengyl Gym Wednesday. (Kiesow photo.)
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
The Rev. Jesse Jackson was the
keynote speaker at a Democratic ral-
ly held at the University of Maine
Wednesday.
The "Rebuild America" rally,
sponsored by the UMaine Demo-
crats, packed Lengyel Gym with
mostly Democratic supporters who
had come to hear Jackson speak.
State representative John O'Dea,
who is running for state senate
,Kathleen Stevens, who is running
for the District 130 seat, and U.S.
Congressional candidate Pat
McGowan also had their turns be-
hind the microphone.
The scene inside the gymnasium
was largely a festive one. The walls
were covered with red, white and blue
posters urging the election of Bill
Clinton, McGowan and other candi-
dates. A few were more neutral and
simply carried a plea to vote Nov. 3.
Many people donned campaign but-
tons and hats or waved signs showing
their political support
The country isn't what it was four
years ago, O'Dea said when he took
the podium. Back then, there were a
stronger and more disconnected up-
per and middle class who lived too
luxuriously to care about what was
really going on in government, he
said.
John Hanson, from the Maine
AFL-CIO, led a chant of, 'Two more
weeks!" when he spoke.
"George Herbert Walker Bush,"
he said, letting the crowd make sounds
of general disapproval.
"He promised us 1,000 points of
light, but gave us dark factories, dark
schools, darkened hopes and we don't
like it!"
When Jackson finally approached
the podium, he was given another
loud, standing ovation from the
crowd.
Speaking in slow, sure tones, he
thanked all his supporters and said."!
won't tell you that I just stopped by...
Nobody who comes all the way to
Maine just stops by."
Jackson said on his current na-
tional tour, he's been from the cen-
Sec JACKSON on page 7
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1 • New Mail
UMaine's mail
services, campus
adresses changing
By Kristy Marriner "It will probably be three or
four years before that (the new
system) becomes complete," he
Budget cuts are affecting ev- said. "We still get mail from all
eryone — even the U.S. Postal over the.place sent to us with the
Service, who, starting Nov. 1 will 04473 zip code, which was changed
no longer deliver mail to the Uni- years ago."
versity of Maine. UMaine will also have to spend
Due to the university's special $75,548 for one year of mail ser-
zip code, mail will now have to be vice. MailWise, a company fromdelivered by a private carrier. This Bangor, will be sorting and deliv-
means an additional financial bur- ering U.S. mail to campus, the sameden for the university as wellas the services the U.S. Postal Service
change of every campus address. used to provide.
Every building on campus has To facilitate the change for
a new four-digit code that must be campus residents, a letter was
added to the address for mail to be sent explaining the change,
sorted electronically, which included pre-made ad-
The code must be placed at dress labels. Letters and labels
the beginning of the next-to-last were sent to all residents and
line, in front of the building name. their families Oct. 1.
The room number must appear Faculty and staff were in-
on a different line. In addition, formed of the change through
the same code must be added to workshops given by the Mail Ser-
the university zip code, making vices. Each department was asked
it nine digits. to send their secretaries to work-
This change affects all resi- shops which were held in earlydence halls and academic build- September. Departments were
ings on campus. Mail will be de- also informed of the change in a
livered to fraternities and sorori- letter sent July 30.
ties with addresses on College "We held a couple of semi-
Avenue by the U. S. Postal Ser- nars for staff," James Vaillan-
vice, as before. court, supervisor of UMaine mail
According to Mert Wheeler, services, said. "However, many
associate director of Operations people still call and want lists of
and Facilities Management, the numbers."
postal service has been talking Other than these worlcshops and
about discontinuing specialized letters to the residents, no other
mail service to the university for information has been shared. In
10 years, but is just now making fact, many student organizations
the change. He said it will be a are still in the dark about thechang-
while yet until the new system
begins to work.
Staff Writer
Sec MAIL on page 6
• Candidate's forum
District 130 candidate Cota discusses the issues
Editor's Note: This is the Le(
ond installment in a multi-part se-
ries where members ofThe Maine
Campus' editorial board interview
local and state candidates of up-
coming key elections.
Raymond J. Cota, Jr. (R), is a
local businessman currently em-
ployed by the Webber Oil Com-
pany running for the District 130
seat in the Maine House of Repre-
sentatives.
A graduate of Husson Col-
lege, Vietnam veteran, and former
town manger of both Saco and
Orono, Cota has 10 years experi-
ence in municipal government as
a finance director and city manag-
er. He was born and raised in
Orono.
Married with two children, one
a first-year student at the Univer-
sity of Maine, Cota is also direc-
tor of the Maine Real Estate and
Economic Development Associ-
ation, the Action Committee of
50, the Target Industrial Corpora-
tion and the Orono Housing Foun-
dation.
What can you offer the citi-
zens of this district, especially
the students, that your opponent
cannot?
First of all,! have a commitment
to the district. I have experience
both in the public sector as a town
and city manager, and also in the
private sector with Webber Oil
Company. I believe! have credibil-
ity in Augusta because a number of
people that are policy makers in
Augusta today are people I have
worked with and am nna fir-0 name
basis with. Those folks are the ones
who are going to be making deci-
sions in the next couple of years.
And I think that leads to an effec-
tiveness of being able to represent
this entire district from day one in
Augusta. I think that's where my
opponent and I are very much dis-
similar.
How would you balance the
different needs of the constituen-
cy, the needs of the students ver-
sus the needs of the community
residents?
Well, a lot of it has already
been balanced. Actually I think it
See COTA on page 12
Ray Cota, candidate for District 130. (Kiesow photo.)
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4* Bosnia-Herzegovina
UN relief flights to Sarajevo resume
1
 
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) — U.N. officials said relief flights tobeleaguered Sarajevo resumed Thursday after a one-day break, while more cracksappeared in the shaky alliance between Bosnia's Croats and Muslims.Fighting between Croats and Muslims in several central towns reportedly subsided. ButBosnian radio claimed Croats with strong links to neighboring Croatia seized a Bosniangovernment police building and surrounded Bosnian army headquarters in Mostar, the capitalof the Herzegovina region.
Mike Aitchinson, the flight coordinator for the U.N. airlift, said nine cargo planes wereexpected in Sarajevo today. The airlift is bringing in desperately needed food for die city, whichhas been surrounded by Serb troops for months.
Aid flights were halted Wednesday after fighting erupted between Croats and Muslimsaround the central Bosnian towns of Vitez, Travnik and Novi Travnik, which are on the reliefflight path 35 miles northwest of Sarajevo.
The two ethnic factions originally allied to fight Serbs who rebelled after Bosnia's Muslimand Croat majority voted to secede from Serbia-dominated Yugoslavia in February.But the alliance became strained as Bosnia's Muslim-led government was squeezed intoa few enclaves while Serbs seized most of northern and eastern Bosnia and Croats 1.00k firmcontrol of most of the rest.
Croat militiamen have declared a semi-state in western Herzegovina. And two weeks ago,Croat troops suddenly pulled out of Bosanski Brod, allowing Serbs to seize the last majorgovernment stronghold in northern Bosnia.
Such moves have convinced Muslims that the Serbs and Croats are plotting to partitionBosnia with the tacit blessing of Serbian President Slotx)dan Milosevic and his Croatiancounterpart, Franjo Tudjman.
• London
IRA bomb injures six
people, damages train
3 LONDON (AP) — Three more bombings in theIRA's latest campaign of violence in Britain's capitalinjured six people and damaged a train, while a carbomb wounded five people in a Northern Ireland town.
Three bombs exploded Wednesday in London, the first
on a railroad bridge. That explosion damaged a train andinjured three people.
Three more people were injured in a second bomb blast
near an army barracks. The third bomb exploded on a railline, and nobody was hurt.
The IRA, which is fighting British rule in NorthernIreland, said in a statemeri issued in Dublin that police hadignored warning telephone calls to London radio stations.
It said: "British police have made no effort to act on
authenticated warnings that our volunteers have left a bomb
on a rail line. This latest incident underlines the recklesspolicy being pursued by British officials."
11=1111111111!IIM=IMMIIM 
• Democracy
China upset over Hong
Kong governor's plan
4 BEIJING (AP) — China snubbed Hong KongGov. Chris Patten twice Thursday to show its anger
over his proposal to increase democracy in the
British territory before it reverts to Chinese rule.
Chinese Premier Li Peng refused to meet with Patten.
Then Foreign Minister Qian Qichen, the highest-rankingChinese official who did meet the governor, avoided
shaking Patten's hand in front of journalists.
Usually, (ban poses for photographs with visitors, then
accompanies them to a meeting room. Instead, Qian wait-
ed in the meeting room and greeted Patten privately beforejournalists were allowed in.
The two men were cordial. In the journalists' presence
they did not bring up the disputes that have soured rela-
tions between the Hong Kong and Chinese governments.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Wu Jianmin made clear
that China remains angry over Patten's plan to increase
democracy in Hong Kong before it reverts to China in
1997.
He said the main issue is whether Britain would abide
by its agreeement to provide for a "convergence" be-
tween the pre- and post-1997 political systems in the
territory.
• Relief flights to Sarajevo resume after one
-day break
• Smugglers robbing Russia of billions in propert\,
• Three more iRA bombs explode in London
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• Russia
Smugglers rob Russia of its riches
2 MOSCOW (AP) — Smugglers are robbing Russia of billions of rubles in weapons.oil, valuable metals, and other state property, the country's top defense newspaper saidThursday.
The Krasnaya Zvezda (Red Star) newspaper blamed the exodus of Russia's riches on the lackof a law on state borders and adequate customs regulations, which the daily said the country'slegislature had failed to adopt.
With the average monthly wage in Russia about $15, a growing number of people are temptedto cash in on the state's natural resources. 
From July 25 to Sept. 25, the Ministry of Securiaty, the f oIniltedriuonraMg
 binpeisrtryaboaand_TRruasswilan:,customs prevented the illegal export of 4.7 million barrels
the newspaper said.
The government officials also seized a wide range of weapons, including one Mi-8 helicopter,one armored personnel carrier, 5,000 missiles and 10 million bullets.
The total value of the goods captured on their way out of Russia during the two months d
operation "Trawl" amounted to $180 million, Krasnaya Zvezda reported.
The newspaper said the majority of the contraband goods were making their way out of Russiavia the three former Soviet republics of Latvia. Lithuania and Estonia and the Caucasus regionBorders have been set up between Russia and most of its neighbors, but controls tend to becursory and border guards susceptible to bribes.
Krasnaya Zvezda reported that when Russian officials managed to shut down land routes,smugglers began to use water and air channels.
Even ordinary foodstuffs can have great value. Russian officials got a sweet reward when theymanaged to uncover one smuggler who was trying illegally to export 660 tons of honey toGermany.
WON
5
• Egypt
Gunmen la British
woman on tourist bus
ASSIUT, Egypt (All — Unknown gunmenb opened fire Wednesday on a tourist bus near a hotbedof Muslim extremist violence, killing a British wom-an and wounding two men, news reports and sources said.If Muslim extremists are behind the attack, the Britishwoman would be the first Westerner to die in the violentcampaign begun by the extremists this year. Seventy-threepeople have died and 95 have been wounded in the violence,including today's casualties.
Middle East News Agency said the two British men werebeing treated for their wounds. As transliterated from Ara-bic, the news agency identified the victim as Chalote Belle.The sources, who spoke on condition of anonymity, saidthere were nine passengers on the bus.
The news agency said the bus was headed from Cairo tothe provincial capital. Assiut, when it came under "heavyfire" near Dairut.
Digest
2
4
-
4. Bombing of Dresden
Queen Elizabeth II takes
part in werilit eerArire.
_ • 1...kie
DRESDEN, Germany (AP) — Britain's Queen6 iilizabeth II took part in a prayer service Thursday in
a gesture of reconciliation with Dresden and other
German cities that suffered huge civilian casualties from
Allied bombing in World War II.
But boos hollered at the queen upon her arrival showed
that even though the war ended 47 years ago, real reconcil-iation has yet to come.
An egg was thrown from a crowd of protesters, but it did
not hit anyone.
The Kreuzkirche, or Church of the Cross, where Elizabeth
and her husband, Prince Philip, joined with German and
British clergy in an hour-long service, is a reconstniction of
an 18th century church that was destroyed in the firestorm
unleashed by British and U.S. air raids Feb. 13-14, 1945.
Most of Dresden was consumed, and at least 35,000
people were killed.
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• Candidate's forum
House, Senate candidates debate at UMaine forum
By S. R. Judd
Staff Writer
Workers compensation, legislature as
business and gay rights legislation were some
of the topics discussed at Wednesday's can-
didate forum in the Memorial Union.
Debating for the House District 130 seat
were candidates Raymond J. Cola Jr., Re-
publican from Orono, and Kathleen Stevens,
Democrat from Orono.
Debating for the Senate District 11 were
candidates John J. O'Dea, Democrat from
Orono, and Richard C. Trott, Republican
from Brewer.
Stevens said she decided to run after
O'Dea announced his intention to run for a
seat in the Senate.
"It is an honor to run and an even greater
honor to serve," she said.
Cota said his campaign stresses commit-
ment, experience, credibility and effective-
11C, \
"I hope to maintain and hopefully im-
prove quality of life here."
"When you have a college student run-
rnng against someone old enough to be your
father, it becomes a popularity contest,"
Cota said.
He said the voters should think about who
would best represent them in the legislature.
"Lobbying and advocating for educa-
tion in Augusta is the number one concern
on my list," Stevens said.
Stevens asked Cota why he voted against
an equality bill for gay rights.
Cota said he feels gay rights are already
piotected by the constitution and additional
protection is unnecessary.
"I served iw ith gays when I was in the
military and I feel there is a place for them
there," Cota said.
Both candidates said discrimination was
unnecessary and the military should review
their policies.
O'Dea currently holds the House seat
Stevens and Cota are running for.
"When you send someone to Augusta it
is because you have the same priorities as
that representative," O'Dea said.
He said he has seen candidates who
support 'everything' and after the election is
over, they often become forgetful of what
they had supported before.
"I have lived the American dream.. and
want to see you have the opportunity to live
it as well." Iron said.
"I have seen no government make a
profit (like business) but I think some busi-
ness policies must be applied to help regu-
late government," he said.
"It is a reach to say we should run gov-
ernment like a business," O'Dea said.
The candidates discussed the state's $1.2
billion shortfall and the decision to make
cuts or raise taxes.
"We are going to have to make cuts, boys
and girls," O'Dea said.
He said some cuts will be harder, hut the
current government seems to be using gim-
micks to balance the budget.
Trott said he would not reauthorize taxes
and there are too many people shuffling
paper in Augusta.
"When you don't have the money you
have to struggle to get by," he said.
Addressing his vote against a workers
comp hill, O'Dea said the bill itself was a
had piece of legislation.
He said the bill made deep cuts to injured
workers, deregulated insurance for busi-
ness, would create a mutual insurance com-
pany within 59 days, a process that has been
known to take more than two months, vio-
lated due process and restricted workers'
legal representation.
Trott said the bill may not have been the
answer to the workers comp question. but it
was the first step toward reform.
"If you want to mess up the American
dream, keep the workers comp situation like
it is," Trott said.
• Election
Presidential candidates discuss B-2 bomber
Editor s mat . The Associated Press tiA s
the Bush and Clinton campaigns for their
stands on an issue each weekday and assem-
bles their responses. Ross Perot 's views are
adapted from his campaign book, "United
We Stand."
WASHINGTON (AP) — The views of
the presidential candidates on the question:
Should the government build more B-2
bombers in iddition to the 15 now in pro-
duction?
3ush: "The B-2 bomber's stealth tech-
nology gives America added strategic flex-
ibility in an ever-changing, challenging
world where threats from hostile powers can
arise at a moment's notice. For that reason,
I support the procurement and flight testing
of 20 B-2 bombers."
Clinton: "I support building 20 B-2
bombers which the Cringress and the presi-
Don't Miss Out
dent have already authorized. but no more."
Perot: "Our military budget is stuffed
with relics from the Cold War such as
the B-2 and the Seawolf submarine. We
don't need them. What's more, we can't
afford them. I propose that they be elim-
inated."
Satur:day Night
9pm Lengyel Gym
Sponsored by:
College Republicans
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• Health fair
Women's health focus of Saturday conferenceBy Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
An all-day women's health conference
will be held tomorrow in the MemorialUnion.
"Health in Our Hands: Women SharingKnowledge and Power" is the annual confer-
ence sponsored by the Mabel WadsworthWomen's Health Center and the first joint
effort with UMaine's Women's ResourceCenter.
The conference promises to offer discus-
sions over a wide variety of health care
options for women, from traditional meth-
ods such as surgery to herbology and acu-puncture.
Sharon Barker, director of the Women'sResource Center and president of the health
center's board, acts as the connecting linkbetween the university community and thetwo organizations.
Barker said the health center, located at
the In Town Plaza in Bangor, has primarily
been a non-profit, non-government funded
information center. However, the center
opened for clinical services this fall.
Barker said the center arose after five
people split fixim Family Planning in 1984
after the Reagan era political climate be-
came too restrictive.
"It's a very exciting organization," Bark-
er said. "Purely a grass-root feminist cen-
ter."
In addition to sponsoring the confer-
ence this year, the MWWHC is involved in
an outreach project promoting lesbian health
and awareness and has offered free pap
smear exams at the annual Gay Sympo-
sium.
Ruth Lockhart. director of MWWHC,
encouraged Ilviaine women to attend the
conference.
"I used to work for the Women's Health
STODDER COMMONS
OPEN MON-SAT 11AM-8PM
ENHANCING YOUR CAMPUS LIVING EXPERIENCE' OFFERINGCONVENIENT, ONE-STOP SHOPPING FOR THE ENTIRE UNIVERSITNCOMMUNITY' WE WELCOME ANY SUGGESTIONS FROM OUR CUSTOMERSPAY WITH CASH OR RECEIVE A 55 DISCOUNT FOR USING YOUR MAINFC A RD
Monster Bash Special
12-pack Pepsi for $4.19
Candy bars 3 for 990
The Division of Student Affairs, University of Maine
DC%11 -
 MISS
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Nieht Spct
Sack,to Lillctz
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• /Ill t,
• SAll I I AL1'
• Si ALV
Siti IS ti S
Italian • Mexican • American
Cocktails • Burgers • Children's Menu
Open 7' days a week for both lunch and dinner.Located on Bangor Mall Boulevard, next to Shop 'n Save. 9911-3300
Center at Cutler, so I am aware that the budget
cuts have affected the education information
and services available," she said. "Our goal is
making (education information and services)
accessible to all women."
Lockhart said the Women's Resource
Center and MWWHC have tried to meet that
goal by holding the conference on campus
this year.
She said by having an on-campus site,
problems with transportation and accessi-
bility would be limited. Also, Gamma Sig-
ma Sigma will be providing free childcare
for the day.
The cost has been kept at a minimum so
no woman would be excluded because she
couldn't afford to attend.
Registration is $10 for students and $30
for others. If a women cannot afford the full
registration, then she is encouraged only to
pay what she can and the rest will be taken
care of by sponsors and the donations of
others.
Registrations will be taken at the door
starting at 8:30 a.m. Pre-registration is
encouraged, if possible, because a count
;s needed for packets and lunches. Ar-
rangements can be made by calling 581-
1508.
Lockhart said the conference is a pot-
pourri this year. There will be tables with
information about on- and off
-campus see.vices. The day will begin with a four-w.an panel discussion.
"We like to present issues that may becontroversial or that people may not selectas a workshop," Barker said.
In the past, panels have examined lest),an health issues and cultural perspectives.This year's panel, "Changes and Challeng-es," will feature women with AIDS, Mulh-ple Sclerosis, a mastectomy or who use a
wheelchair.
Twelve workshops will be offered in twosessions throughout the day. Among thepresenters will be UMaine's own Dr. San-dra Caron discussing sex matters. Other
workshops will include topics such as breastcancer, menopause, PMS, HIV/AIDS andabortion.
"We believe women should have accessto medical information across a wide variety
of spectrums," Barker said.
Wendy Chapkis, author of Beauty Se-
crets: Women and the Politics of Appear-
ance, will be the keynote speaker in the
afternoon.
"Our belief is that the more informal
a woman has about her body, her health an..
her sexuality, the better the decisions she
can make and the better life she can have,"
Lockhart said.
1/2 Cup water
3 Tbsp yeast
1 tsp sugar
4 Cups flour
1/2 Cup sugar
1/4 tsp cardoman
2 eggs
1 tsp vanilla
1/2 Cup milk
1 Tbsp butter
1 lb butter
The
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• Environmental lecture
5
Amook,a011111MIMANIE.ssok
Lecture predicts natural gas will power the tiiti ire
By Jeff Graffam
Staff Writer
"Where Your Energy Goes," an Envi-
ronmental Awareness Week lecture, was
held in the Union Tuesday.
Dick Hill, a retired professor of me-
chanical engineering and currently the di-
rector of the department of industrial coop-
eration, discussed different forms of energy
used in today'i- society, their impact, and
what he believes is the energy source of the
future.
Hill said there are three general catego-
ries producing the majority of the energy in
this country: petroleum, natural gas and
coal. Nuclear and hydroelectric power pro-
duce a small amount.
Hill lectured on the topic because during
the World War II era, "we [the U.S.] were
the producer of petroleum."
"The U.S. production peaked in 1970
and has been going down ever since. In the
meantime, OPEC countries have been ac-
celerating in their generation of petroleum
and peaked in the 1980s and are now starting
down," he said.
Hill said thel Tinted States is laying 70,000
miles of drill pipe in the ground, searching for
hidden deposits of oil, and every year and
keeps falling behind. He said the future of
petroleum is "locked up" in the Middle East.
"Last year, the Ilniversity of Maine was
buying oil for $13 a barrel and that was the
result of a world-wide recession. Nobody
wanted it!" Hill said. "If we get the booming
prosperity again, you can be sure that the
price of oil will go up."
He said Maine uses more oil than the
U.S. as an average and it consists of half of
the energy used in the state. Maine also uses
more nuclear and more hydroelectric power
than the U.S. on average, hut there is almost
no natural gas in Maine, which Hill ei idorses
as "the next generation of power plants."
Hill's answer to the question of whether
the U.S. will run out of oil is, "No. we won't,
but we will run out of drill pipe.- He said
there is a lot of pipe looking for less oil.
"There are two kinds of energy resources
that we deal with. One is natural gas, which
I call a convenient energy source. The other,
which includes nuclear, coal and high sul-
fur, are called 'hostile' resources," he said.
Hill said natural gas power plants are
the next in line to be the major source of
power because it is easy to place one near
turbine plants.
"These are very attractive to utilities
like Bangor Hydro because they can post-
pone their decision to put in new generating
equipment if they want," Hill said. "It takes
ten years to put in a nuclear plant but you
have to anticipate way ahead in your need
for it and the need may not he there when the
time arrives."
Another good feature atrut this type of
plant is if the supply and reserves of natural
gas are low, the plant can be easily convert-
ed to run on coal power
"We don't have anywhere near as much
in natural gas as coal or nuclear, but it is my
feeling that as you see the next generation of
central station power coming in, it will come
in by that route [natural gas]."
Hill said nuclear power is dead because
of the had decisions being made by the
people in charge and "not for technical rea-
sons or lack of resources."
As far as solar and wind power are con-
cerned. Hill said even with windmills spread
over 27,000 acres, like in California, the
amount of energy produced only amounts to
1.2 percent of their electricity. Solar energy
Dick Hill, Director, the department of
Industrial Cooperation, lectures on
"Where our energy goes."
is just as much a waste of money as long as
there are other utilities to compete with.
"Right now, I don't think that any citizen
in Maine could go out and put a solar-thermal
system on their house over putting in electric
hot water and show that it was an economic
winner on a pay-hack basis.- Hill said.
I never thought I'd be so tired at 23
Come see what fraternities are all about...
Information Night
7:00 pm, Sunday Oct. 25
Sutton Lounge
Memorial Union
For more details call 581-4160 or stop by 85 College Ave
RAY COTA
Put his experience to work for our
UNIVERSITY
• Businessman
• Former Town Manager, Orono
• Former City Manager & Finance Director, Saco
• Director of Maine Real Estate and Economic
Development Association
• Director of Action Committee of 50
• Director of Target Industrial Corporation
• Director of Orono Housing Foundation
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Elect Ray Cota, State Representative Dish*
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• WIC
Duo presents history of
women in music at WIC
By Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
Two traveling musicians brought their
message of history and feminism to a noon-
time crowd at the University of Maine
Wednesday.
Flutist an Aspen and guitarist Jamul
MacAuslan are 'Musica Femina.' from Port-
land. Ore.
'Their lecture was an informal overview
of important women in music's history.
whom the duo feel are frequently omitted
from standard music textbooks.
Thioughoui the lecture. Aspen played
samples by the women discussed and
MacAuslan read selections of letters wntten
over several hundred years discouraging
women from pursuing musical interests.
MacAuslan said she read the letters "to
remind us that sexism is everywhere."
The only instruments it was sad were
acceptable for women were the flute, the
piano and the harp.
If you think that women had a hard time
getting into orchestras, you can just imagine
the di fficulty in conducting." MacAuslan said.
The two took turns outlining eras in
Western classical music and highlighting
the female musicians active during the var-
ious periods.
"Women were involved in the Christian
church early, despite the efforts to keep
them quiet," MacAuslan said.
In the Renaissance era, primarily only
women with connections to nobility were
allowed to be singers. It was not until the
early Baroque period that the first wave of
professional female musicians took place.
This movement arose in Italy where the
"Concierto della Donne" made female en-
sembles fashionable. Competitions as to
which had the prettiest ensemble arose
among courts.
Throughout the Baroque era, approxi-
mately 1560s to 1770. women began writ-
ing music. One such woman was the Italian
Francesca Caccini, who became a composem
after being one of the highest paid singers of
the day.
Also, Isabella Leonarda worked through
her position in a convent to produce some of
the over 2(X) religious works she composed.
During the I 700s, the second profes-
sional wave swept through France. when it
became acceptable for women to be public
soloists. However, they were still not able to
gain employment d in orchestras.
According to MatAuslan, the Classical
period, 1750-1827, was much more oppres-
sive toward female musicians. There was
more social pressure for women to marry
and stay home rather than perform.
Many women with famous musical ties
were discouraged from pursuing their own
musical talents as they grew into adulthood.
MacAuslan and Aspen cited Marianne
Von Martinez. who had once studied with
Hayden and Marianne Mozart, Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart's older sister, who had
performed with her brother when they were
children.
"It was just the wrong time in history for
thes. won.en. It is still not that easy," Aspen
said.
Finally, MacAuslan outlined the Roman-
tic period as an era of contrasts. She cited
Fanny, the sister of Felix Mendelssohn. as a
wealthy. upperclass woman who composed
over 500 works. Despite her social position,
her works remained largely unpublished.
Similarly, Cosima Liszt was forced to
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The Foreigner at Maine Masque
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Maine Masque members Eric Moore, Lou Johnson and Deborah Eli rehearse
a scene from "The Foreigner." (Lachowski photo.)
sign a premarital agreement promising to
give up her music before marrying Wagner.
As contrast. MacAuslan said CI ara Wreck
Schumann was from a different social class
and was groomed as a concert pianist.
Bringing the discussion into the present.
MacAuslan encouraged the audience "to
end this long, sad history" by contacting
their local classical radio stations to find out
if they play works by women.
"More women are writing now than any
other time in history. Things are changing
slowly," MacAuslan said.
When the pair polled the audience be-
fore the lecture about their knowledge of
female compose's. Aspen said they named
several more than audiences at other schools
they have visited.
MacAuslan and Aspen praised UMaine
for its awareness of women composers and
for the textbooks used by the university's
music department.
Mail from page 1
CS.
Bill Lucy. associate dean of Student
Activities and Organizations, said he was
not informed of the changes. and that his
office v. as not responsible for notifying stu-
dent organizations of the change.
Susan Poll. executive secretary of Stu-
dent Government, said they received no
official notification of the change at all.
Diane Dostie, vice presidcnt of Student
Government. said she heard about the change
"just around" this summer.
"I think for a while there could be some
problems with this change." Dostie said "'•
could be better in the long run, I guess
When people get used to the new system,
mail should be delivered faster. However,
according to the letter sent to campus resi-
dents, mail will be delayed if the old ad-
dresses continue to be used.
Though the system does not officially
take effect until Nov. I, it is recommended
the new addresses he used starting immedi-
ateb, to facilitate the change.
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• Canadians
Editor discusses differences between US, CanadaBy Heath McKay
Volunteer Writer
Canada Week, which ends today, has
provided the University of Maine commu-
nity with many lectures concerning the af-
fairs of the country north of the border.
Unfortunately, many do not seem to know
much about a country only a three hour drive
from UMaine.
Dr. Duncan Cameron. editor of the Ca-
nadian Forum and professor of political
science at the University of Ottawa, deliv-
ered the lecture highlighting Canada
Week,"Why Canada isn't the U.S."
Cameron's said Americans do not rec-
ognize Canadians as a separate people be-
cause much of Canada's culture has ab-
sorbed things distinctly American.
"Ninety two percent oral] movies shown
on Canadian screens were made in the U.S.
and 75 percent of all hooks sold are from the
U.S. and France, which clearly shows some
of the reasons w hy U.S. culture has become
a part of the Canadian culture." he said.
"There is a general resentment of U.S.
dominance," he said. "Americans can learn
from the Canadians and the Canadians real-
ly do not know the U.S. What they know is
only from the American influence."
Cameron pointed out most of the busi-
ness in Canada are owned by American
countries, which causes Canada to be eco-
nomically dependent on the ITS.
-In Canada, there are60 I industry towns,"
Cameron said.
He said most of these industries are Amer-
ican owned If these businesses decided to
close one of their factories, it could devas-
tate these towns, which only exist because
of the industry. It is for this reason Canada
wants to pull away from American domi-
nance in the Canadian marketplace.
Duncan also discussed the dominance of
socialism in Canada
"Unlike the U.S. view of the individual
existing prior to society, most Canadians
believe that the individual exists for the
development of society.
It is this social tradition that f.eparates
Canada from the United States. In Canada.
because of the socialist tradition, they get
angered easily when their democratic gov-
ernment does not meet their needs,- he said.
The possibility of annexing Canada to
the 11.S. was also brought up. Cameron said
the probability of annexation is unlikely as
long as Canada "stays clear of economic
union with the U.S."
Despite this, Cameron deemed it as
"somewhat possible" if a full economic union
did occur But such a union, "if it should
ever happen, could be disastrous to the U.S.
economy and culture."
"Canada has its own problems. The ad-
ditior. of 10 new states to the U.S.. one of
which speaks French, would create more
problems for the I .S. than it needs." he said.
Jackson
from page 1ters of power in Washington. DC to the wrecked
homes of hurricane victims in Florida. and has
come to the conclusion that all Americans are
bound by a pain caused by an economic crisis.
His voice grew stronger as he continued,
and said the current economic system doesn't
do enough to support one of its most impor-
tant facets: its laborers. "Jobs roll south, and
pollution blows back north." he said, refer-
ring to the exportation of labor to foreign
countries like Mexico.
Jackson said Bush is insensitive to these
matters because he's never had to work like
most other people and can't understand the
stress they're under.
He also said Bush's attacks on the welfare
system are pointless, since most of the 40
million Americans who live in poverty have
full-time jobs.
Bush's ideas on the "character issue" are
also nonsense, according to Jackson, because
he focuses on the wrong people. Using the
recent Los Angeles riots as an example. Jack-
son said Bush gave his attention to the L.A.
police who were seen beating hodney King.
hut ignored tl,e actions of the couple who had
actually filmed it.
Jackson also said that while Bush called
the black youths who pulled a truck driver
from his vehicle and heat him "savages." he
said nothing about another group of blacks
who later rescued the driver.
Jackson dismissed one other current con-
servative concept. "We believe in family
values, 'he said, his voice loud and energetic.
"...The 10-point ethical plan of Moses. not
the one from Bush and Quayle."
He expressed hope that America's youth
could help bring change to what he sees as a
greatly troubled nation. In 1968, he said, after
the assassinations of Martin Luther King, Jr.
and Robert Kenneoy, "a generation turned to
cynicism and despair."
Jackson said he thinks the burden of the
past can he dismissed by positive activity of
the current generation. "When young Amer-
ica comes alive, you make America better,"
he said.
The hest way they can do this, he said, is
to enter a voting booth on Nov. 3.
He ended the rally by giving out voting
registration forms, and had everyone who
already was registered raise their right hands
and promise they would vote, or "I will take
my exam. I will draw blanks and forget how
to spell 'potato.—
Til nriri•NTIfy
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EditorialPage
Debatino- the debate
Joe Sampson
I recently had the pleasure of moderating a political debate
for the first time. The debate. held Wednesday night. was spon-
sored by the University. Democrats and the College Republicans.
The debate featured Tom Davis, candidate and incumbent for
Counry Commissioner. and Mar., Cathcart of District I 30. Their
opponents were not able to attend. so they each made some bnef remarks to open
the debate forum.
The format for the debate w as that each candidate had several minutes for an
operung statement Then there as a penod when the candidates asked questions of
each other Afterward, the candidates responded to questions from the audience
First in the debate were the candidates for the State HOUSe. District 130. which en-
compass the university and some of Otoito The candidates are Kathleen Stevens and
Re: Coca. Stevens will be graduating in December and Coca is a local bitsinessman.
Their debate centered on v. hy they decided to become candidates and several
other issues. Stevens attacked Coca on his statement that he would not sign addi-
tional legislation to protect gay rights and on his business background.
Stevens was attacked on whether her motives for running were pure. She also v. as
questioned about w hy she never took part in student government whik a student
The one problem I thought this debate had v. as that all of the people asking ques-
tions vvere obviously VERY partisan. and v. ere not so much uiterted in information.
but making their favored candidate look better by making their opponent look worse.
After Coca and Stevens were done with their segment of the debate. State Senate
candidates John O'Dea and Dick Trott were introduced.
The debate betw een these tw 6 candidates was much more friendly. and perhaps
e. en professional. There certainly was an air of respect betw een the opponents that
is la:.-king in many debates.
The big area of difference between the two candidates A as or workers compen-
sation. Trott. as a businessman. was in fav or of the last proposed piece of iegisla-
non. O'Dea on the other hand. ioted against the bill during his tenure. They both
agreed the system v. as tlaweal. but perhaps disagreed on the solution.
There are some things I Ybould do differently if I had to moderate a debate sum-
lar to this again: set time limits for opening statements by candi -tares to three nun-
utes each, and keep responses to questions from the audience for three minutes as
well The questions from the other candidates could be answered in a slrrular time
frame.
Although some may disagree. a panel could be set up to ask the questions in-
stead of audience members a la the presidential television debates. This might al-
low for more informed and to the point_ questions. Addiuonally . it should also eiirn-
mate outrageously partisan questions that belittle the grace the candidates carry
themselves with in public.
Also. this ty-pe of a format aka the Si Louis format makes the candidates an-
swer the questions more 4.-oncisely . as they,. have a set time limit to answer And if
the candidate has important points to respond with. they will be sure to get to those
points as quickly as possible
This format does not allow the candidates to hop around the questions and does
a lot toward the restraint of loaded partisan questions and outright badgenng to-
ward a specific candidate which can he shameful.
Joe Sampson Is senior _k)urnalum major who wonders wiry the computer ter-
minals in York never get frxed.
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• Academics
Courses should confOrm
On a campus the size of the University
of Maine, classes with the same course
number ideally should only differ by their
section numbers. professors. times and
class locations. Unfortunately, they also
differ greatly in how they affect students.
If a student needs a class, and only one
section will tit into their time schedule.
should the student be penalized by having
the toughest work load and the most diffi-
cult professor of that course?
Students should not have to consider
how the class is taught or who the tough-
est/easiest teacher or section is. and possi-
bly put off taking the course because the
easier section does not fit into their sched-
ule that semester.
With a university the size of LTNIaint.
course sections should be tauht. to the
fullest extent_ as similar as possible. For a
student to take a course and receive a
in it, and another studerit take the sank
courseJdifferent section and obtain an "A..
then the second student should be learnir.,:
more. right? No so.
The "D- student may have learned is
much. if not more about the course. than
the "A- student in the other section. but
due to his grades. will not be getting the
same chance at scholarships, after-college
job opportunities and other benefits of
getting the higher grade.
There should be a coalition for pro-
fessors who teach the same course to
abide by most of the same guidelines and
focus on the same overall goals concern-
ing w hat the students should know by the
end of the course. There should be an
awareness that two students with identi-
cal intelligence should get pretty close to
the same grade regardless of what sec-
tion they end up in.
• The postal service
Students WCIT not addressed
Starting Nov. 1. the U.S. Postal Senice
on't be delivering mail to the university.
According to the UMaine mail service, the
new private system should be faster.
That is. it you know about it.
Residents and their families were noti-
fied of the new atklresses in a letter dated Oct_
1 Staff were given even longer to prepare for
the change. The were notified in JuJ
Student organizations were never nioti-
fled at all.
Susan Poll. executive secretary of Stu-
dent Government said they never received
any official notice, and \' P. Diane Dostie
said she heard about it "just around-
Eveti Bill Ls. associate dean of Student
Actvities and Orgarazatior s. hadn't been
notified of the change. And ifhe didn't km's'.,
it's pretty safe to assume his office didn't
notify- any of the stkient organizabom.
In fact, Lucy said he was glad The
Maine Campus could tell people about it.
Only The Campus was never notified
of their new address, either. We found out
from a few staff writers who just happen to
live on campus.
The university had no choice hut to
change the mail system. It's unfortunate
the U.S. Postal Service has to transfer the
financial burden of mail delivery now, but
it's a decision out of UNiaine's control.
However, they could have bener man-
aged the wa we were notified. This new
system is going to cause a lot of confusion
and it could create some real problems for
student organizations. If the university
knew about this in July. don't you think
they could have dropped us a line?
It's not surprising v. e were the last to
know. We're just students, after all.
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1991-92: The Hockey East Year in Review
Llinal 1991-42 Suindiniii
School NA L T Pts GF GA
Maine (31-4-2) 17 2 2 36 115 54
New Hampshire (22-13-2) 11 6 2 28 94 75
Providence (21-13-2) 11 8 2 24 99 79
Boston University (22-9-4) 10 7 4 24 92 88
Boston College (14-18-3) 9 10 2 20 68 76
UMass/Lowell (11-19-4) 6 11 4 16 75 91
Northeastern (15-20-0) 6 15 0 12 70 103
Merrimack (13-21-0) 4 17 0 8 60 102
League Leaders
Name Gp/ G - A/ Pts Name Gas
Mike Bohack, PC 21 Op/ 14-25/ 39 Garth Snow, UM 2.53
D. Amodeo, UNH 2: Op/ 13-23/36 Jeff Levy. 1.1NH 3.44
Jean-Yves Roy,UM 21 Op/ 20-16/ 36 Scott LaGnuid, BC 3.54
David Fransoza, BC 21 Cip/ 11-23/ 34 Brad Mullahy, PC 3.67
Jim Montgomery, UM 21 Op/ 12-22134 Mike Heinke, PC 3.84
• Hockey East Special
Pellerin wins Hobey
By Tim Hopley
Sports Writer
University of Maine senior tn-captain
Scott Pel len n capped off a magnificent four-
year career in 1991-92 by winning college
hockey's version of The Heisman Trophy,
The Hobey Baker Award.
Pellerin became the second Hockey East
player to win the prestigious award after
Boston College's David Emma captured the
honor in 1990-91.
The Shediac, NB native ended his career
as the first Black Bear player to ever score
100+ goals and assists solely on the Divi-
sion I level.
In addition to the Hobey. Pellerin was
also named HE Player of the Week twice
and Player of the Month once en route to
garnering the HE Player of the Year trophy.
Following UMaine's victory in the HE
Championship game. Pellerin added another
piece of hardware to the collection, this time
winning the" HockeyFest 92" Tourney MVP.
A left winger. Pellerin combined a tena-
cious style of body checking with a feathery
soft scoring touch to end his storied career
with 106 goals and 117 assists for 223 points.
He finished second on the Black Bears in
scoring in '91-92 behind Jim Montgomery,
NESN Hockey Schedule
Fri
Sun
Fri
Fri
Sat
Oct 23
Nov 8
Nov 13
Nov 20
Nov 21
Providence at Maine
Maine at Providence
Merrimack at Maine
UNH at Boston College
Maine at Boston University
7 p.m.
7 p.m. (DB 1117)
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
10 p.m.(DB)
Sun Nov 29 Northeastern at 1NI4 7 (DB 1 1.2.Sp.m. )
Fri Dec 4 Boston University at Merrimack 7 p.m.
Sat Dec 5 Boston College at Providence 2 p.m.
Fri Dec 11 UMass/Lowell at Northeastern 7 p.m.
Fri Jan 8 UNH at Merrimack 7 p.m.
Fri Jan 15 Boston University at Boston College 7 p.m.
Sun Jan 17 Merrimackat UMass/Lowell 7 p.m. (DB 1/16)
Fri Jan 22 Northeastern at UMass/Lowell 7 p.m.
Sun Jan 24 Maine at Boston College 2 p.m.
Wed Jan 27 Providence at Northeastern 7 p.m.
Fri Jan 29 Maine at UNH 7 p.m.
Fri Feb 5 UNH at Boston University 7 p.m.
Fri Feb 12 UMass/Lowell at Boston College 7 p.m.
Fri Feb 19 Boston University at Maine 7 p.m.
Fri Feb 26 Providence at Boston College 7 p.m.
Sun Feb 28 UMass/Lowell at UNH 7 p.m. (DB 2/27)
Fri Mar 5 Boston University at Providence 7 p.m.
Fri Mar 12 Hockey East Quarterfinal Match 7 p.m.
Sat Mar 13 Hockey East Quarterfinal Match 7 p.m_
Fri Mar 19 Hockey East Semi-Final #1 & #2 5 p.m. & 7 p.m.
Sat Mar 20 Hocke East Ch 'onshi 8 p.m.
• UMaine Hockey
Burcar leaves Black Bears
University of Maine sophomore defense-
man Jim Burcar has left the school and plans
to play junior hockey. (Maine athletic offi-
cials announced Wednesday.
The (I-foot. 180 lb. Burcar, who was on
full-scholarship at UMaine. is planning on
transferring to Seattle of the Western Junior A
Hockey League.
Burcar struggled in training camp this fall
and wasn't listed among their top six defense-
men for their season opener. He reportedly left
for Seattle earlier this week without comment.
But 11Maine Coach Shawn Walsh felt the
decision must have been extremely difficult
for Burcar to make.
"It was tough for him because he never
found out if he could play here or not." Walsh
said.
The Marquette. MI.. native appeared in 12
games for the Black Bears last season, tally-
ing one goal and three assists to go with a +8
plu/minus rating.
• Hockey East Special
BiackBeatscaphie
second Hockey East**
e UMaine RI& Bears cele rate a
crown in five seasons, defeating UNH 4-1 (Filg_photo) 
compiling 32-24-56 numbers in 37 games.
Six short-handed goals, 10 power play
markers and seven game-winning tallies
proved Pellerin was dangerous in any situa-
tion as would his one four-goal and one
three-goal outbursts attest to.
A +37 in the plus/minus category also
lent proof positive that the 5-foot-9 Pellerin
was more than just an offensive force. he
was a defensive stalwart.
Plans are currently in the works to retire
Pellerin's No. 8 sometime this season. This
would make him the first UMaine hockey
player to ever receive such an honor.
Hockey East All-Time Records
Top Ten Hockey East Career Scorers
(Hockey East Games Only)
Name Gp A Pts Pt.s/G
1. Jon Morris, UML 121 74 103 177 1.46
2. David Emma, BC 91 68 93 161 1.77
3. John Cullen, BU 98 64 89 153 1.56
4. Dan Shea. BC 122 56 94 150 1.25
5. David Capuano, UM 80 68 83 148 1.85
6. Mike Kelfer, 1311 107 67 72 139 1.30
7. Kevin Heffernan, N1_1 121 56 82 138 1.14
8. Gord Cruickshank, PC 118 80 51 131 1.11
9. Kevin Stevens, BC 97 56 69 125 1.29
10. Scott Harlow, BC 68 61 63 124 1.92
Career Goal Leaders
Name Gp G/Pg A Pts
1. Gord Cruickshank, PC 118 80 0.68 51 131
2. Jon Morris.UML 121 74 0.61 103 177
3. David Emma, BC 91 68 0.75 93 161
4. Mike Kelfer, BU 107 67 0.63 72 139
5. John Cullen, BU 98 64 0.65 89 153
Career Assist Leaders
Name Gp A A/Pg G Pb
I. Jon Morris, UML 121 103 0.85 74 177
2. Dan Shea, BC 122 94 0.77 56 150
3. David Emma. BC 91 93 1.02 68 161
4. John Cullen, BU 98 89 0.91 64 153
c David Capuano, UM 80 83 1.03 68 148
Career Penalty Leaders
Name Gp PIM M/Pg A Pts1. Rico Rossi, NU 107 330 3.08 33 51 842. Tony LoPilato, UML 1 1 1 233 2.10 46 38 843. Shawn Witham, PC 119 225 1.89 29 56 854. Scott Shaunessy, BU 91 189 2.08 11 45 565. Claude Loclin, NU 106 185 1.75 20 59 79
Career Goaltending Leaders
Name Op Mins Svs Pct Ga Gaa1. Scott King, UM 67 3648 1550 .890 186 3.062. Terry Taillefer, BU 50 3065 1409 .890 171 3.353. Scott Cashman, BU 52 3032 1154 890 171 1.384. Scott Gordon, BC 54 3178 1510 890 187 3.465. Chris Terreri, PC 55 3296 1835 .900 200 3.64
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BC Team Capsule
Nickname- Eagles
Colors- Maroon and Gold
Home Ice- Silvio 0. Conte Forum (7,884)
Coach- Steve Cedorchuk (1st year)
Captains- Marc Reran and Ron Pascucci
1991-92 Record-14-18-3 OA, 9-10-2 HF
Letterman Return/Lost- 17/5
Top Returnees- Reran, Sr, LW (22g-20a-42pts), Jack Callahan, Jr. RW (15-11-26), Mike
SpaIla Jr, C (7-16-23), John Joyce, Jr, C (9-13-22) and Josh Singewald, So, G (3-2 3.69 gm.)
Top Recruits- David Hymovitz, 5'11" 175 lb, F (Randolph, MA), Greg Callahan, 6'3"
220. D (('hestnut Hill, MA) and Rob Leferriere, 6-0" 185, LW (Transfer from Princeton)
Eagle Eyes- Cedorchuk replaces legendary Coach Len Ceglarski with a big hole to fill in
net. Scott LaGrand signed with Philadelphia following a solid junior season leaving
untested sophomores Singewald and Michael Sparrow between the BC piper
Coaches Corner- "Snooks Kelly used to say that losing someone like Scottie (Lagrand)
was 'beyond the scope of the human imagination,'" Cedorchuk says. We'll be strong on
defense and we'll have to be."
416 
1992-93 Eagle Captain Marc Beran lets loose during action last season (File Photo)
BC Returning Career
Scoring Leaders
Name Gp G A Pts
Marc Reran 112 40 47 87
Jack Callahan 65 26 15 41
Mike Spalla 67 9 28 37
Ron Pascucci 109 3 25 28
John Joyce 54 10 17 27
Ian Moran 30 2 16 18
Ryan Haggerty 34 12 5 17
Todd Hall 33 2 10 12
Scott Zygulski 71 0 10 10
Sal Manganaro 35 4 4 8
Jim Krayer 31 2 3 5
Mike McCarthy 34 2 4
Brett Sticknoy 29 1 2 3
Jerry Buckley 30 2 0 2
Goaltending Gp Caa SpcW-L-T
Josh Singewald 6 3.69 .865 3-2-1
Mike Sparrow 4 7.71 .731 0-0-0
Oct 24
Oct 30-31
Nov 7
Nov 13
Nov 14
Nov 20
Nov 21
Nov 27
Nov 29
Dec 4
Dec 5
Dec 9
Dec 28-29
Jan 3
Jan 8
Jan 10
Eagle '92-93 Schedule
at Ann,
at Alaska-Anchorage
at Vermont
UMass/Lowell
at UMass/Lowell
UNH
at 'NH
St. Lawrence
Clarkson
Providence
at Providence
at Boston University
at Wisconsin Tourney
at Harvard
at Northeastern
Northeastern
Jan 12 at Yale
Jan 15 Boston University
Jan 16 at Boston University
Jan 22,24 Maine
Jan 27 at Merrimack
Jan 29 Merrimack
Feb 1,8 Beanpot
Feb 5 at Merrimack
Feb 12 ['Mass/Lowell
Feb 13 at [Mass/Lowell
Feb 19 UNH
Feb 20 at UNH
Feb 26 Providence
Feb 27 at Providence
Mar 2 at Maine
Mar 5 Northeastern
The 1992-93 Eagles Roster
No Name Pos Cl Hgt Wgt Hometown No Name Pos Cl Ht Wgt Hometown
1 An Shocket G Fr 5-08 165 Hanover, MA 18 David Hymovitz F Fr 6-00 185 Randolph, MA
2 Tom Ashe D Fr 5-10 180 Springfield, MA 19 Brian Lane D Fr 6-03 200 Andover. MA
3 Ron Pascucci D Sr 6-01 200 No. Andover, MA 20 Scott Caulfield G Fr 6-01 170 E.Greenwich,
4 Mike Spalla C Jr 5-08 175 Plymouth, MN 21 Mike McCarthy LW So 5-11 175 Canton, MA
6 Ron Canavan LW So 6-00 185 Hingham, MA 22 Scott Zygulski D Sr 6-03 204 Granger, IN
7 Marc Beran LW Sr 5-09 175 Acton, MA 23 Don Chase F Fr 6-00 195 W.Sprngfield, MA
8 Todd Hall D So 6-01 210 Handen, Cl' 24 Jerry Buckley RW So 6-03 210 Needham, MA
9 Ryan Haggerty LW So 6-01 190 Rye, NY 25 Keith O'Connell D Fr 5-10 180 So.Boston MA
10 Rob Laferriere LW So 6-00 185 E.Freetown, MA 26 Scott Haig F Fr 6-02 190 Olean, NY
11 Jim Krayer LW So 5-10 175 Acton, MA 27 John Joyce C Jr 6-03 210 Wilbraham, MA
12 Sal Manganaro RW So 5-11 175 No. Qunicy, MA 28 Clifton McHale F Fr 5-09 182 Dorchester, MA
13 Ian Moran D So 6-00 200 Acton, MA 30 Mike Sparrow G So 5-11 175 Medfield, MA
id Mnk Milford D Fr A-nn !S5 32 Jeremy Mzrotto10 F Fr 5-1; • ./1Ok. 140. —riaven,
15 Jack Callahan RW Jr 6-04 211 Chesnut Hill, MA 33 Greg Callahan D Fr 6-03 220 Chesnut Hill, MA
17 Brett Stickney LW So 6-05 230 Randolph, MA 37 Josh Singewald G So 5-09 150 Lyme, CI' `.
Thea 2nd .11,nnii4 M-4me) r-wrpeic Hmrkiny c-ns#.
pull-out was compiled by Sports Editor Chad
Finn and Sports Writer Tim Hopley.
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BU Team Capsule
Nickname: Terriers
Colors: Scarlet and White
Home Ice: Walter Brown Arena (3,684)
Coach: Jack Parker (19th year) 399-219-30
Captains: David Sacco and Kevin O'Sullivan
1991-92 Record: 22-9-4 OA, 10-7-4 HE
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 23/2
OSTOO
UNIVERSITY
Fop Returnees: Sacco, C. Sr (14-33-47), Mike Prendergast, F, So (19-15-34), Mike
Ponuchter, F, So (11-27-38), O'Sullivan, D, Sr (3-18-21); Scott Cashman, G, Sr (12-6-
1, 3.82 GAA).
Top Newcomers: Jay Pandolfo, 6'1%185 lbs., F (Burlington, Mass.), Bob LaChance,
5' II", 180, F (Bristol, Conn.), Chris Cooper, 6'!", 205, D (Barre, VT.)
Terrier Bites: Cashman, a three-year starler and a former Hockey East Rookie of the
Year, is one of the top netminders in the conference. Sacco is a first ten pre-season All-
HE choice and one of the top playmakers in college hockey.
Coach's Comment: "Maine is the team to beat, no doubt, but we have enough talent and
experience to contend for the top position. One advantage Maine has on us is on defense,
where we a very young, but otherwise we are two fairly evenly-matched teams."
!Terrier '92-93 Schedulei
Oct 31 Colgate Jan 9 Providence
Nov 6 at RPI Jan 15 at Boston College
Nov 13 Northeastern Jan 16 Boston College
Nov 14 at Northeastern Jan 22 at UNH
Nov 20-21 Maine Jan 23 UNH
Nov 24 Harvard Jan 27 UMass/Lowell
Nov 28 at Princeton Jan 29 at UMass/Lowell
Dec 4 at Merrimack Feb 1,8 Beanpot
Dec 5 Merrimack Feb 5 UNH
Dec 9 Boston College Feb 12 Merrimack
Dec 12 at Dartmouth Feb 13 at Merrimack
Dec 28-29 at Badger Classic Feb 19-20 at Maine
Jan 2 at Army Feb 26 at Northeastern
Jan 5 at UMass/Lowell Feb 27 Northeastern
Jan 8 at Providence Mar 5 at Providence
Kevin O'Sullivan
David Sacco
I IL INF 
Petteri Koskimaki
BU Return!ng Career Scoring Leaders
Name GI) G A Pts
David Sacco 113 49 106 155
Petteri Koskimaki 114 47 52 99
Mark Bavis 119 20 41 61
Mike Bavis 112 20 34 54
Kevin 0' Sullivan 113 7 31 38
Mike Pomichter 35 11 27 38
Mike Prendergast 32 19 15 34
Doug Friedman 71 17 14 31
Steve Thornton 29 11 16 27
John Lilley 24 9 9 18
Rich Brennan 31 4 13 17
Jon Pratt 45 11 5 16
Dave Dahlberg 50 3 10 13
Stephen Fcster 55 0 12 12
Ken Rausch 11 0 2 2
Jon Jacques 7 1 0 I
Goaltending Gp Gaa Spc W-L-T
Derek Herlofsky 9 2.46 .912 7-1-1
Scott Cashman 82 3.47 .882 49-27-4
McKersie 8 3.48 .866 3-2-1
Doug Friedman Scott Cashman
No Name
1 Scott Cashman
Kaj Liana
3 Chris Cooper
4 Dan Donato
5 Doug Wood
Pos Cl Hgt Wgt
G Sr 6-02 187
D So 6-02 200
D Fr 6-01 205
D Jr 6-01 195
D Fr 6-01 185
The '92-93 Terriers Roster
Hometown
Kanata, Ont
Helsinki, Fin
Barre, VT
Dedham, MA
Sudbury. MA
16 David Sacco F Sr 5-10
17 Jay Pandolfo F Fr 6-01
18 Jon Pratt F Jr 6-01
19 Steve Thornton F So 5-11
20 Ken Rausch F So 6-00
21 Mike Prendergast F So 5-10
185
185
195
170
175
180
7 Rich Brennan D So 6-02 205 Gulderland, NY 22 David Dahlberg F Sr 6-01 190
8 Mike Bavis F Sr 6-00 189 Roslindale, MA 23 Doug Friedman F Jr 6-01 195
9 Petteri Koskimaki F Sr 6-02 196 Helsinki, Fin 24 Jacques Joubert F So 6-02 195
10 Jon Jenkins F so 5-11 185 Dedham, MA 25 John Lilley F So 5-09 180
11 Mark Bavis F Sr 6-00 190 Roslindale, MA 76 Stephen Foster D Jr 6-03 220
12 Kevin O'Sullivan D Sr 6-00 190 Dorchester, MA 27 Jon Jacques F So 5-11 185
14 Bob Lachance F Fr 5-11 180 Bristol, CT 29 J.P. Mckersie G So 6-01 210
15 Mike Pornichter 1 So 6-02 205 North Haven, CT 35 Derek Herlofsky G So 5-10 160
Medford, MA
Burlington, MA
Topsfield, MA
Gloucester, Ont
Danbury. CT
So. Boston,MA
Blmington, MN
Cape Eliz., ME
South Bend, IN
Wakefield, MA
No. Easton, MA
Bellington, MA
Madison, W!
Minn'polis, MN
• Hockey East Special
BU looms large in Black Bears victory path
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
If the University of Maine hockey team
is to fulfill their preseason #1 ranking in the
Hockey East coaches poll, they will have to
overcome one very large red-and-white ob-
stacle in their way: the Boston University
Terriers.
BU's 58 points placed them second in
the poll behind I JMaine's total of 60, but the
Hockey East race that is played on ice rather
than paper may actually be closer than the
two points that separated them in the poll.
According to BU Coach Jack Parker,
UMaine is still the team to beat, though he
promises his team will present the Black
Bears a stiff challenge.
"(UMaine) has everybody back in all
key areas. which in m.v mind makes them the
favorite," Parker said. "But we have seven
seniors and a bunch of sophomores with
enough experience, enough talent, to make
us prime contenders."
Actually, the Terriers are considered a
very young team. Twelve players who are
moving into their sophomore seasons played
significant roles last season, and the year's
worth of experience they gained on Parker's
22-9-4 squad in 1991-92 can only help them.
"We will be a sophomore oriented team,"
Parker admitted. "That may hinder us when
we play more experienced, veteran oriented
teams (like Maine), but hopefully our guys
have the skills and experience necessary to
handle the challenge."
But on the other hand. UMaine Coach
Shawn Walsh thinks BLI could be the dom-
inant in the league this season.
"They return their top 12 scorers from
last year," Walsh said. "They could be a
dominant team just like we were last year,
while we'll probably be more inconsistent."
Still, one big advantage the Black Bears
have over his squad is on the blue line, which
Parker readily admits is "an area of concern"
for the Terriers. All three letterman that BU
lost from last season are defensemen, and
that leaves Parker worried.
"We'll need somebody to step up big,
someone who we haven't relied upon much
in the past." Parker said, noting senior co-
captain Kevin O'Sullivan (21 points in '91)
must have a big season for the Terriers to
live up to expectations.
The most likely candidates to move into
the forefront on the backline for BU are
sophomores Rich Brennan and Kaj Linna.
Goaltending is a strong suit for both
squads, with UMaine having a slight advan-
tage due to the return of the veteran duo
standout senior Garth Snow and 1992 U.S.
Olympian Mike Dunham
BU returns three .alented netminders,
the best of which is three-year starter Scott
Cashman, a former HE Rookie of the Year.
But BU senior captain David Sacco said
gives the advantage between the pipes to the
Black Bears.
"If good hockey teams are built from the
net out, then UMaine has the advantage over
every team in college hockey, including us,"
Sacco said.
There will be no shortage of offensive
firepower for either squad. Sacco, an All-
American as a junior last season, will be the
leader of the Terriers if he has fully recov-
ered from a shoulder injury last year. He
Sec BU-UMAINE on page 5
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Oct 16
Oct 25
Oct 30-2
Nov 6
Nov 7
Nov 13
Nov 14
Nov 20
Nov 21
Nov 28
Nov 29
Dec 4
Dec 5
Dec 11
Dec 12
Dec 29-
No N
1 n
2 K
3 Ti
4 D
5 D
6 A
7 D
Bi
9 G
10 Jo
11 Je
12 k
13 Pa
14 Sc
15 D
16 M
UMi
Name
Dan 0'1
Dave Si
Shane I-
Mike M
Dave Pt
Gerry E
Ian Heb
Tim Sni
Norman
Kerry A
Keith C
Travis 1
Aaron
Mark C
Scott M
Eric Bn
Andy B
Adam 1-
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Oct 16
Oct 25
Oct 30-31
Nov 6
Nov 7
Nov 13
Nov 14
Nov 20
Nov 21
Nov 28
Nov 29
Dec 4
Dec 5
Dec 11
Dec 12
Dec 29-30
[C-hief '92-93 Schedule]
Ottawa (W 4-3)
at Colgate
Air Force
at St. Lawrence
at Clarkson
at Boston College
Boston College
Providence
at Providence
Union
Vermont
at UNH
UNH
at Northeastern
Maine
at RPI Tourney
Jan 5
Jan 8-9
Jan 15
Jan 16
Jan 22
Jan 23
Jan 27
Jan 29
Feb 5-6
Feb 12
Feb 13
Feb 19
Feb 20
Feb 26
Feb 27
Mar 6
Boston lluiversity
at Alaska-Anchorage
at Merrimack
Merrimack
Northeastern
at Northeastern
at Boston University
Boston University
at Maine
at Boston College
Boston College
at Providence
Providence
UNH
at UNH
at UNH
The '92-93 Chiefs Roster
UMass/Lowell Team Capsule
Nickname: Chiefs
Home Ice: Tully Forum (3,200)
Head Coach: Bruce Crowder (2nd year) 11-19-4
Captain: Scott Meehan
1991-92 Record: 11-19-4 OA, 6-11-4 HE
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 20/5
Top Returnees: Meehan, D, Sr (0-2-2); Dan O'Connell, F, Sr (16-17-33); Dave Stevens,
LW, Sr (12-15-27); Mike Murray, C, Jr (22-15-37); Dave Pensa, LW, Sr (8-9-17);
Dwayne Roloson, G, Jr (3-8-0, 4.73).
Top Newcomers: Jon Mahoney, 5'11". 165 lbs, F (Hull, Mass.), Brendan Concannon,
5'11", 175, LW (Dorchester, Mass.) Jeff Daw, 6'2" 180, LW (Carlisle, ONT. )
Chiefs Chatter: Junior center Murray is developing into one of the most dangerous
offensive weapons in the league. Roloson, the top rookie goalie in Hockey East two years
ago, hopes to bounce back from a disappointing sophomore campaign.
Coach's Comment: "We have a lot of experience up front, and we are in great physical
condition. Our keys are depth, something we didn't have a whole lot of last year, and
consistency, which comes only with experience. Hopefully, we can Continue to build
towards a winning program."
No Name Pus CI Hgt Wgt Hometown No Name Pos Cl Hgt Wgt Hometown
1 Patrick Gervais Fr 5-10 180 Montreal, Que 17 Dan O'Connell RW/C Sr 5-09 170 Salisbury, MA
2 Keith Carney Sr 6-01 182 Cumberland, RI 18 Bill Riga LW Fr 5-11 170 Southborough, MA3 Travis Tucker Jr 6-03 200 Suffield, CT 19 Normand Bazin RW Jr 6-01 184 Notre Dame, MAN
4 Dave Barrozino Fr 6-02 180 Don Mills, Ont 20 Mark Carlson LW Sr 6-00 193 Lawrence, NJ
5 David Mayes Fr 6-00 180 Thunder Bay, Ont 21 Tim Freda RW Fr 5-10 170 Roslindale, MA
6 Aaron Kriss So 6-01 199 Seven Hills, OH 22 Ian Hebert C/LW Jr 6-01 179 Laval, QUE
7 Dave Stevens LW Sr 5-10 160 Victoria, BC 23 Eric Brown So 5-10 180 Salisbury, MA
Brendn Concannn LW Fr 5-11 175 Dorcester, MA 24 Scott Wenham Jr 6-00 191 Duxbury, MA
9 Gerry Daley RW Sr 5-10 190 Gloucester, MA 25 Mike Murray C/RW Jr 6-01 193 Cumberland, RI
10 Jon Mahoney C/RW Fr 5-11 165 Hull, MA 26 Shane Henry C/LW Jr 5-10 167 Langley, BC
11 Jeff Daw Fr 6-02 180 Carlisle, Ont 27 Kerry Angus So 6-00 188 Hamiota, MAN
12 Andy Borggaard LW So 6-01 189 Buzzards Bay, MA 29 Christian Sbrocca C/RW Fr 5-11 170 Montreal, QUE
13 Paul Botto So 6-01 180 Tewksbury, MA 30 Dwayne Roloson Jr 6-00 176 Si mcoe, ONT
14 Scott Meehan Sr 6-02 192 East Walpole, MA 31 Tim Smallwood Sr 6-01 191 Getsville, NY
15 Dave Pensa LW Sr 5-10 189 Huntington, NY 33 Adam Hooper So 6-01 209 Simsbury, CT
16 Mark Salsman LW Fr 5-11 185 Wakefield, MA 35 Gene Bono Fr 6-02 160 Burlington, MA
UMass/Lowell Returning
Scoring Leaders
Name (;p ; A Pts
Dan O'Connell 96 35 44 79
Dave Stevens 98 27 38 65
Shane Henry 64 22 30 52
Mike Murray 62 27 23 50
Dave Pensa 93 26 20 46
Gerry Daley 62 18 22 40
Ian Hebert - * 34 8 24 32
Tim Smallwood - *63
 
7 22 29
Nonnand Bazin 64 8 16 24
Kerry Angus 32 0 11 11
Keith Carney - * 30 1 10 II
Travis Tucker- * 32 1 7 8
Aaron Kri ss 29 1 4 5
Mark Carlson 25 3 2 5
Scott Meehan * 58 1 4 5
Eric Brown 21 2 1 3
Andy Borggaard 14 1 1 2
Adam Hooper 17 0 1 1
Goaltending Gp Gas SpcW-L-T
Dwayne Roloson 27 4.66 .864 8-17-0
Black Bears
versus
Tonight &
Saturday at
Alfond, 7 p.m.
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Sniper Murray emerges for Chiefs
By Tim Hopley
Sports Writer
He came from relative obscurity during
the 1991-92 season to lead the UMass/Low-
ell Chiefs in scoring. Now, Mike Murray is
one of the hottest properties in Hockey East
evidenced by his selection on the pre-season
All-Hockey East squad.
The Cumberland, RI. native burst into
the spotlight a season ago by scoring 20
goals in the first 17 Chief games before
being injured. This year it's obvious league
coaches look for him to pick right up where
he left off.
"Mike has all the tools necessary to be-
come a dominant player in this league,"
Boston University Coach Jack Parker said.
"He can score, he's big and he handles
himself well."
As a rookie, Murray missed his first four
collegiate games due to an injury before
coming on strong late in the season, finish-
ing with 5g-8a-13pts. numbers.
The 6-foot-1 193-pound forward used
the strong '90-91 finish to catipult himself
into a prime spot on the Chiefs top line and
it doesn't look like he'll be going anywhere
else too soon.
"Mike grew up a lot last season," UML
Coach Bruce Crowder said. "He's a tremen-
dous offensive player who has worked very
hard on his positioning."
In addition to leading UMass/Lowell in
overall scoring, Murray tallied a team high
eight power play goals, finishing with a -7
plushninns rating as well. For his efforts he
was accorded the Paul Hines Award as the
most improved player in New England by the
New England Col-
lege Hockey Writ-
ers Association.
A 9th round
1990 draft choice of
the Calgary
Flames, Murray
need only work on
staying out of the
penalty box (40
minutes) and on the
defensive aspects of his game to be included
in the elite players of not only HE but all of
college hockey.
"Mike's still learning," Crowder said.
"He needs to be more consistent on both
ends but he can definitely finish a play."
A pair of hat tricks (11-1 vs. Elmira and
11-30 vs. Ala-Anchorage) and Murray's
selection as the USAir Classic MVP and all-
tourney team were individual highlights. As
was being selected one of the game's "Three
Stars" on nine occasions.
Murray, who spent a season at Cushing
Academy before joining the Chiefs, has now
scored 50 points (27g-23a) in 62 UML games
Other members of the All-HE pre-sea-
son squad included Jim Montgomery and
Mike Dunham of UMaine, Chris Therien of
Providence, Ian Moran of Boston College
and David Sacco of BU.
BU-UMaine from page 4
tallied 14 goals and 33 assists last season.
"David is one of the top forwards in
college hockey," Parker said. "I'm looking
forward to his having another fine season."
Other top Terrier returnees include soph-
omore Beanpot MVP Mike Pendergast
(team-high 19 goals) and sophomore Mike
Pomichter (11-27-38).
Meanwhile, UMaine is young up front,
but with senior Captain Jimmy Mont-
gomery back, the Black Bears have an
on-ice leader as well as perhaps the best
playmaker in Hockey East. Montgomery
(21-44-65 is a first-team preseason All-
Hockey East selection.
Highly-touted first year players Paul
Kariya and twins Chris and Peter Ferraro
are expected to add punch to the Black Bear
attack.
Obviously, both teams are extremely
talented, and, according to Parker, the key
to winning may be dependent upon whose
young players develop faster.
"Last season, we were an inexperienced
team but with a tremendous amount of skill.
and we had a lot of success," Parker said.
"Now, Maine is similar to that this year,
and we are still pretty young, too. Anyway
you look at it, all of the variables are going
to make for an interesting rivalry."
111
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The '92-93 Warriors Roster
No Name Pos Cl
I Mike Hayes So
Tom Costa Fr
3 Dan Hodge So
4 Mike Kelliher So
5 Alex Weinrich Sr
6 Jason Pagni Jr
7 Jim Gibson LW Jr
8 Chris Ross LW So
9 Matt Adams LW Fr
10 Teal Fowler Sr
11 Rob Atkinson Sr
12 Wayde McMillan RW Sr
13 D.J. MacPhail Fr
14 Ryan Mailhiot Fr
15 Chris Davis RW So
16 Danny Gravelle Sr
17 Quentin Fendelet LW Jr
18 Cooper Naylor LW Jr
19 Matt Crowley RW Sr
21 John Barron RW Sr
22 Matt Hayes Sr
23 Guy RaganIt RW Sr
24 Bryan Miller Sr
25 Martin Favreau So
26 Mark Cornforth So
27 Mark Goble RW So
28 Don MacLeod Sr
29 Mike Doneghy Sr
35 Dan Millar Fr
Rich Beauregard RW So
Jamie Brown Fr
Mike Ceppi So
George Dugan Fr
Derek Fosberg Fr
Matt Gallo RW So
Mike Loiacano So
Matt Poska Jr
Warrior '92-93 Schedule
Oct 23-24
Oct 30-31
Nov 6
Nov 8
Nov 13-14
Nov 20
Nov 21
Nov 27-28
Dec 4
Dec 5
Dec 9
Jan 1
Jan 3
Jan 8
Jan 9
Jan 15
Jan 16
Jan 22
Jan 23
Jan 27
Jan 29
Feb 5
Feb 6
I-eb 12
Feb 13
Feb 19
Feb 20
Feb 26-27
Mar 6
at Western Michigan
at Alabama-Huntsville
at Dartmouth
RPI
at Maine
at Northeastern
Northeastern
at Air Force
Boston University
at Boston University
at Providence
Union
Vermont
UNH
at UNH
UMass/Lowell
at UMass/Lowell
at Providence
Providence
Boston College
at Boston College
Boston College
UNH
at Boston University
Boston University
Northeastern
at Northeastern
Maine
at UMass/Lowell
Danny Gravelle
Hgt Wgt Hometown
5-10 193 Arlington, MA
6-01 195 Waltham, MA
6-03 205 Lynnfield, MA
6-01 195 Brookline, MA
6-00 195 Gardiner, ME
6-00 195 Wallingford, CT
6-02 182 Havertown, PA
5-11 180 Bellingham, MA
5-11 170 Andover, MA
5-09 178 Batavia, NY
6-00 175 Moncton, NB
6-02 201 Weybum, Sask
5-09 179 Abington, MA
5-08 166 Merrimack, NH
6-00 180 Hudson, MA
5-11 192 Montreal, Que
6-02 205 Saskatoon, Sask
6-00 175 Pictou, NS
6-00 185 Edina, Minn
6-01 195 Billerica, MA
6-02 200 N Andover, MA
6-04 210 St. Jerome, Que
5-11 185 Calgary. Alb
6-00 175 St. Jerome, Que
6-01 190 Montreal, Que
5-09 185 Manotick. Ont
6-01 205 Billerica, MA
6-00 167 W Roxbury. MA
6-00 195 Mississauga. OT
6-02 208 Pleasanton, Cal
6-05 215 Folcroft. PA
6-01 195 Worcester, MA
5-10 160 Philadelphia. PA
6-01 195 Worcester, MA
6-00 185 Swampscott, Ma
6-00 170 Mrtn Grove, Ill
6-00 175 Lynn, MA
Goalie
Mike
Doneghey
of the
Warriors
et 1
k
Merrimack Returning Career Scoring Leaders
Name Gp G N Pts
Danny Gravelle 76 43 50 93
Teal Fowler 91 37 37 74
Rob Atkinson 62 15 40 55
Bryan Miller 96 8 38 46
Alex Weinrich 67 4 30 34
Matt Crowley 90 22 13 34
John Barron 74 15 14 29
Cooper Naylor 60 3 20 23
Jim Gibson 46 10 12 22
Mark Comforth 23 1 9 10
Wayde McMillan 24 3 6 9
Don MacLeod 30 1 5 6
Guy Ragault 25 2 4 b
Matt Adams 29 2 3 5
Dan Hodge I I 2 3 5
Quentin Fendelet 12 2 2 4
Matt Hayes 22 0 4 4
Jason Pagni 10 I 3 4
Chris Davis 2 1 1 1
Mike Kelleher 12 0 1 1
Chris Ross 13 0 1 1
Goaltending Gp Gaa Spc W-L-T
Mike Doneghey 29 4.94 .847 6-11-1
Merrimack Team Capsule
Nickname- Warriors
Colors- Navy Blue, Gold and
White.
Home Ice- Volpe Complex
(3,617)
Coach- Ron Anderson (10th yr.)
175-128-7 with Merrimack
Captains- Teal Fowler and Alex Weinrich
1991-92 Record- 13-21 OA 4-17 HE
Lettermen Return/Lost- 21/9
Top Returnees- Dan Gravelle, Sr. C (23g,28a-51pts.), Fowler, Sr, C (20-15-35), Rob
Atkinson Jr, LW (2-18-20), Weinrich, Sr, D. (2-18-20), and Mike Doneghey, Sr, G (1-2-
0 4.64 goo)
Top Recruits- Tom Costa, 6'1" 195 lb, D (Waltham, Mass.), Martin Favre,au, 6'0" 175,
C (Stierome, Que.) and Dan Millar, 6'0" 195, G ;Mississauga, Ont.)
On The War Path- The key to the Warriors will be the play of goalie Doneghey.
Replacing Steve D'Amore, the senior will have to improve on his 6-11-1 career mark as
well as a 4.94 gaa, if Merrimack is to have any chance...
Coaches Corner- "We're back to square one at this point," Anderson says. "We had built
up a pretty decent team but they've graduated and now we have to start over again."
WARRIQRS
• Hockey East Special
Ex- Hockey East stars shine in pros
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
The names Brian Leetch, Eric Weinrich
and Kevin Stevens are synonymous with
stardom in the National Hockey League, but
it wasn't that long ago that they, along with
many other current NHL standouts, were
displaying their skills in Hockey East arenas.
Recently, Hockey East has become a
breeding ground for a new generation of
NHL players. For example, 84 players now in
pro hockey have come from one of the eight
HE programs, while 70 present HE players
have been drafted by NHL franchises.
So why has the Hockey East become
such a terrific place to develop young pro
prospects? According to longtime Boston
University Coach Jack Parker, the quality of
the players in Hockey East has risen each
year since the league's inception in 1983, so
pro-caliber players are bound to develop
with each new class.
"There is great new talent each year (in
the league)," Parker said. "If you have the
capabilities to recruit the type of talent that
plays in this league and then coach it well
enough so that it grows and improves, pro-
type players will be the result."
But no one who was around Hockey East
back in '83 could have conceivably predicted
the kind of impact the league would have on
the National Hockey League 10 years later.
The following is a capsule look at some
of the top ex-HE standouts now shining
among the brightest stars in the NHL, in no
particular order:
Stevens: As great as Mario Lemieux is,
the ex
-Roston College great was arguably
the heart and soul of the Pittsburgh Penguins
last season. The 6-foot-3, 217 pound left
wing finished second to Lemieux in the
league's scoring race with 123 points, the
most points by a U.S.-born player ever.
Stevens was the only Penguin to play in all
80 games. and led the NHL Champions in
goals (54), power play goals (19), and pen-
alty minutes (254).
Weinrich: A former University of Maine
standout and 1988 U.S. Olympian, he was
dealt from the New Jersey Devils to the
Hartford Whalers in preseason in a three-
player deal that sent budding star Bobby
Holik to New Jersey. With the addition of
young Scott Niedermayer to the Devils,
Weinrich became expendable, and Hartford
snapped up the solid young defender. Wein-
rich, only 25 years old, was an All-Rookie
choice in 1990-91.
Leetch: The cornerstone of the New
York Rangers' defensive corps. A team-
mate of Stevens' at B.C., Leetch is perhaps
the best offensive defensemen in the NHL
today. Just 24, he was the HE Player of the
Year in 1987 as a first-year performer, then
added to his trophy case last season by
Llaiiiiing the Norris Trophy as the NHL's
best defenseman. Leetch's scoring total was
the fifth-best by a defender in NHL history,
while his 102 points and 80 assists were
Ranger records.
Tony Amonte: A teammate of Leetch's
with the Rangers, Amonte was runner-up to
Vancouver's Pavel Bure for the Calder Tro-
phy as the '91 NHL Rookie of the Year. The
speedy right wing went straight from Bos-
ton University into pro stardom, finishing
the year tops among rookies in goals (35)
and assists (69).
Craig Janney: The former B.C. All-
American (yep, he played with Leetch and
Stevens) has been labeled as lazy in the
Sec NHL STARS on page 8
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'Cats look to rebuild
By Tim Hopley
Sports Writer
Durham, NH - Domenic Amodeo, Savo
Mitrovic, Joe Flanagan, Scott Morrow and
Jeff Levy.
Any fan of college hockey knows who
those players were. Any fan could tell you
where they played. Only the truest of fans
could tell you what they meant to their team
though.
For the record, the first four tepresent the
top scorers for the University of New Hamp-
shire in 1991-92. The last was the top goal-
tender for the Wildcats a season ago.
All five are gone now, leaving behind a
giant hole from which Coach Dick Millie
must begin picking up the pieces.
UNH
Goalie
Brett Abel
has a tough
task ahead
replacing
Jeff Levy.
Now, depending upon whose method of
hockey you subscribe to, you can either start
rebuilding from the goal out or the blue line
in. In UNH's case it may be better to start
from the blue line in.
When Levy announced he was forego-
ing his final two seasons in Durham to sign
with the NHL's Minnesota North Stars, Brett
Abel was thrust into the spotlight as the
possible No. 1 man for the 'Cats.
A senior, Abel has appeared in just 10
games in three years for UNH, fashioning a 5-
0 record and 4.23 goals against average. Four
of Abel's win have come against the like of
Alabama-Huntsville, Notre Dame, Air Force
and Dartmouth, hardly the Boston Colleges
and Maines of the college hockey world.
"I think Brett is going to surprise some
people," Umile said recently. "We're all
excited and anxious to see what he can do."
Six-foot-3 rookie Trent Cavicchi is com-
peting with Abel for the No. 1 spot. A top
goaltender in the Canadian Midget AAA
league in '91-92, Cavicchi is a draft choice
on the Montreal Canadiens.
"Trent is a very skilled player. When Jeff
left we invited him down and he liked the
school," Umile said. "We're very fortunate
to get him."
As far as who's No. 1, that's still up to
some debate.
"I'll have to see how each plays in camp,"
Umile said. "But if we have two goalies that
are fairly close, they might split the time."
Both netminders saw action in the 'Cats
6-1 exhibition win over Ottawa College last
Friday. Abel allowed the only goal, stop-
ping six shots. Cavicchi turned aside all 10
chances he faced.
The strength of the UNH team this sea-
son will be the blue line crew anchored by
assistant captain Jim McGrath. Along with
fellow senior Jesse Cooper and sophomore
Scott Malone, Ted Russell and Kent
Sclunidtke, Umile hopes to get solid pro-
duction on both ends of the ice from the "D."
A pair of big first-year players will look
to fill the last spot on defense. Six-foot-3
Bryan Muir and 6-foor-4 Mike McCready
both have shown promise as the 'Cats look
to cut down on the 1165 shots they allowed
a season ago.
On the downside however, anytime you
lose 97 goals and 140 assists in a single
swoop, lean times are bound to be just around
the corner. That's what UNH must replace
with the loss of Amodeo, Mitrovic, Flana-
gan and Morrow.
"I think people are making too much out
of what we've lost and not enough about
what we have back," Umile said. "I'm very
confident that (Greg) Klym, (Glenn) Stew-
art, (Kevin) Thomson and the rest will make
people forget about what we don't have
anymore. Next year you'll be asking 'How
will you replace Stewart and Thomson and
Klym?'
Those three represent the leading return-
ing scorers form '91-92, tallying 34 goals
and 37 assists combined. Help may be on the
way in the form of talented rookies Tom
O'Brien, Sean Perry and Mike Sullivan.
Early results have seen the 'Cats take the
body more, amassing 15 penalties in the
exhibition win. The make-up of the team
certainly would lend itself to that style of
play as fans of UNH hockey may need to
tone down expectations a bit after a season
which saw the Wildcats reach the NCAA
tourney for the first time since 1982-83.
Wildcat '92-93 Schedule
Oct 17 Ottawa (W 6-1) Jan 8 at Merrimack
Oct 24 at Vermont Jan 9 Merrimack
Oct 30 at St. Lawrence Jan 15 at Northeastern
Oct 31 at Clarkson Jan 16 Northeastern
Nov 6-7 Air Force Jan 22 Boston University
Nov 13 at Providence Jan 23 at Boston University
Nov 14 Providence Jan 29-30 Maine
Nov 20 at Boston College Feb 5 at Boston University
Nov 21 Boston College Feb 6 at Merrimack
Nov 28 Northeastern Feb 12 Providence
Dec 4 UMass/Lowell Feb 13 at Providence
Dec 5 at UMass/Lowell Feb 19 at Boston College
Dec 9 Brown Feb 20 Boston College
Dec 11 at Maine (non-league) Feb 26 at UMass/Lowell
Dec 29-30 at UNH Tourney Feb 27 UMass/Lowell
Jan 2 RPI Mar 6 at Maine
UNH Team Capsule]
Nickname- Wildcats
Colors- Blue and White
Home Ice- Snively Arena (3,599)
Coach- Dick Umile (3rd Year) 44-24-4
Captain- Kevin Thomson
1991-92 Record- 22-13-2 OA, 13-6-2 HE
Lettermen Return/Lost- 16/8
Top Returnees- Glenn Stewart, Sr, C (15g-Ila-26pts), Thomson,Sr. RW (13-11-24),
Greg Klym, Sr, C (6-15-21), Rob Donovan, Jr, C (7-9-16) and Brett Abel, Sr, G (2-04.40
gaa.)
Top Recruits- Brian Muir, 6'3" 200 lb, D (Thornhill, Ont), Tom O'Brien, 5'10" 180,
C (Birmingham, MI) and Trent Cavicchi, 6'3" 180, G (Echo Lake, NS)
Cat Scratches- With the top four scorers gone from last years' HE finalists, someone
will need to step up and put the puck in the net for the Cats. Look for Stewart (19 career
goals) and Thomson (34) to be the main men. Abel has appeared in just 10 games over
his three years in Durham...
Coaches Ccrner- "People are making too much out of the guys we lost and not enough
about the guys coming back," Umile says. "We're very confident Klym, Stew and the rest
can step up and make ponpie forget about Amodeo, Mitrovic, Morrow, and Flanagan.-
WILDCATS]
UNH Returning Career Scoring Leaders
Name Gp G Nick Poole 23 2 5 7
Greg Klym 107 29 56 85 Kent Sclunidtke 25 1 4
Kevin Thomson 101 34 20 54 Ted Russell 35 0 5 5
Glenn Stewart 66 19 22 41 Gregg Blow 22 1 3 4
Jim McGrath 96 2 25 27 Scott Malone 27 0 4 4
Jesse Cooper 102 6 21 27 Eric Royal 14 0 3 3
Rob Donovan 58 10 13 23 Mike Guilbert 3 2 0 2
Jason Dexter 63 8 14 22 Jeff St. Laurent 5 0 1 1
Bob Chebator 69 9 8 17 Goaltending Gp Gaa Spc W-L-T
Eric Flinton 35 6 4 10 Brett Abel 10 423 858 S-0-0
The 437-9FI Roster
No Name Pos Cl Hgt Wgt Hometown
1 Brett Abel G Sr 6-02 185 Lynnfield, MA
2 Kent Schmidtke D So 5-11 180 St. Charles, Ill
3 Bryan Muir D Fr 6-03 200 Thornhill, Ont
4 Ted Russell D So 6-00 185 St. John's Newf
5 Eric Royal C So 6-00 180 Rochester, NH
6 Jim McGrath D Sr 5-09 190 Bedford, NJ
7 Rob Donovan C Jr 5-11 185 So. Boston. MA
8 Mike Sullivan C Fr 6-01 195 Reading, MA
9 Greg Klym C Sr 5-11 185 St St. Marie, Ont
10 Sean Perry C Fr 5-10 170 Waltham, MA
11 Scott Malone D So 6-01 190 So. Boston, MA
12 Gregg Blow RW Jr 5-11 195 St. Louis, MO
13 Eric Fitzgerald D Fr 6-00 190 No. Easton, MA
14 Jeff Lenz F Fr 5-11 165 Madison, WI
15 Tom O'Brien C Fr 5-10 180 Birmingham, MI
16 Scott Robison RW Fr 6-01 185 Wrentham, MA
17 Eric Flinton C So 6-02 195 Wms Lake, BC
18 Brian Putnam LW Fr 5-08 190 Potsdam, NY
19 Jason Dexter C Jr 5-11 165 • Kingston, Ont
20 Steve Pleau LW Fr 6-00 195 So. Windsor, CT
21 Jesse Cooper D Sr 5-11 185 Lowell, MA
22 Pat Norton RW Fr 6-00 185 Concord, MA
23 Jeff St. Laurent F Jr 6-01 195 Rochester, NH
24 Nick Poole RW So 6-00 185 Calgary, Alb
25 Glenn Stewart LW Jr 6-00 185 Toronto, Ont
26 Bob Chebator LW Jr 6-01 190 Arlington, MA
27 Kevin Thomson RW Jr 5-09 180 Reading, MA
28 Corey Cash F So 5-09 175 Dover, NH
29 Mike Guilbert LW So 6-01 205 Manchester, NH
30 Trent Cavicchi G Fr 6-03 180 Halifax, NS
32 Mike McCready D Fr 6-04 190 Greenwood VlIg, CO
Did you know?
This past season marked the first time in
five years that a Hockey East school did not
reach the NC.AA Final Four.
øj
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Northeastern Team Capsule
Nickname: Huskies
Colors: Red and Black
Home Ice: Matthews Arena (6,000)
Head Coach: Ben Smith, (2nd year) 15-
20-0
Captain: Chris Foy
1991-92 Record: 15-20-0 OA, 6-15 HE
Lettermen Returning/Lest: 17/6
'1 op Returnees: Foy, Sr D (8-11-19), Se-
bastien LaPlante, Sr LW (15-28-43), Jean-
francois Aube, So RW (8-11-19), Jay Schi-
avo, Sr C (17-28-45), Todd Reynolds, So G
(5-11-0, 4.46 GAA).
Top Newcomers: Danny McGillis, 6'2",
210 lbs., D (Hawkesbury, ONT.), Joe Cen-
trella, 5'9", 170, F (Tewksbury, Mass.),
Mike Veisor, 6'2", 195, G (Simsbury, Conn.)
Northeastern Notes: LaPlante and Schia-
vo are two of the top returning scorers in the
HE, which should provide the Huskies with
some offensive fireworks. Reynolds, last
season's HE All-Rookie goalie, suffers from
a recurring groin injury that hinders his
often spectacular play.
Coach's Comment: -One good thing about
finishing next to last in the conference last
year is that we don't run into any fragile
psyches on this team. Anything we can do
this year will probably be an improvement;
we really have nothing to lose. But as a coach,
you can only talk about playing hard and
moral victories so long before the players so
long. 'Wins and losses are what it is all about."
• Hockey East Column
The Tomblin'
man returns
By Tim Hopley
Sports Writer
Every year people who think they know
anything about anything sit down and try
to make predictions. Sometimes luck is on
their side and sometimes they turn out to
be the boobs we all knew they were.
I'm telling you, Fm no boob
With the ninth Hockey East season
upon us, it's time to make those vaunted
predictions again, the ones we all deny
ever making if our teams don't come
through in April.
Last season luck was with me, and the
University of Maine Black Bears. As we
all know they didn't reach the ultimate
Oct 30-31 Illinois-Chicago
Nov 6 at Clarkson
Nov 7 at St. Lawrence
Nov 13 at Boston University
Nov 14 Boston University
Nov 20 Merrimack
Nov 21 at Merrimack
Nov 28 at UNH
Dec 4-5 at Maine
I Husky '92-93 Schedule I
Dec 11 UMass/Lowell Jan 28 at Providence
Dec 29-30 at UNH Tourney Feb 1,8 Beanpot
Jan 2 Yale Feb 5 Providence
Jan 8 Boston College Feb 12-13 Maine
Jan 10 at Boston College Feb 19 at Merrimack
Jan 15 UNH Feb 20 Merrimack
Jan 16 at UNH Feb 26 Boston University
Jan 22-23 UMass/Lowell Feb 27 at Boston University
Jan 27 Providence Mar 4 at Boston College
The '92-93 Huskies Rosters
No Name Pos Cl Hgt Wgt Hometown
2 Jason Kelly So 6-02 200 Salem, NH
3 Danny McGillis Fr 6-02 210 Hawkwsbury, ONT
4 Darryl MacNair So 5-11 195 Timmins, ONT
5 Joe Eagan Jr 5-11 195 Darien, CT
6 John Tighe Fr 6-01 200 Arlington, MA
7 Dino Gressi RW Sr 6-01 205 Toronto, ONT
8 Francois Bouchard So 5-10 175 Brossard, QUE
9 Mike Taylor Jr 5-11 185 Kingston, ONT
10 Mike Collett Fr 6-02 190 Brockton, MA
11 Jay Schiavo Sr 5-11 185 Foxboro, MA
12 Jordon Shields Fr 5-10 165 Gloucester, ONT
14 Adam Hayes Sr 5-10 175 Milton, MA
15 Tom Parlon RW So 6-02 185 Hyde Park. MA
16 Dan Lupo Fr 5-10 185 Somerville, MA
17 Joel Bishop RW Jr 5-11 185 Barrie, ONT
18 Joe Centrella Fr 5-09 170 Tewksbury, MA
19 Geoff Lucas LW So 5-09 170 Randolph, MA
21 Chris Foy Sr 6-00 190 Toronto, ONT
22 Bob Kellogg Jr 6-04 220 Springfield, MA
23 Sebstien LaPlante LW Sr 5-11 190 Cap-Rouge, Que
24 Tim Dikoss Fr 5-11 175 Weymouth, MA
25 Jean-F. Aube RW So 6-00 185 Terrebone, QUE
27 Jason Melong So 5-09 185 Kirkland, ONT
28 Tom O'Connor Jr 5-11 180 Sandwich, MA
30 Todd Reynolds So 6-02 190 Campbellville, ONT
35 Mike Veisor Fr 6-02 195 Simsbury, CT
pinnacle (as I said they would) but they did
make it further than all but four teams. And
since I don't know anyone that goes to either
Michigan State, Wisconsin, Lake Superior
State or Michigan I don't really fee: too bad.
1992-93 of course will bring a whole
new batch of Scott Pellerins and Jean-Yves
Roys, not to mention a couple of Saves and
Domenics as well.
Look for these three newcomers to stand
tall for the rookie class of '92-93:
Joe Hulbig, Providence- The big cen-
ter was a 1st round draft choice of the
Edmonton Oilers this past spring and should
begin to at least take up the offensive slack
as the Friars rebuild without Mike Boback
and Rob Gaudreau.
Paul Kariya, UMaine - Tampa Bay
Sec RAMBLIN' on page 12
Ex-Hockey East Stars shine in NHL from page 6
NHL, which resulted in his being dealt from
the Boston Bruins to the St. Louis Blues last
season for Adam Oates. But Janney still
managed a respectable 87 points between
the two teams, and reportedly is in terrific
shape as he prepares for his first full season
setting up sniper Brett Hull.
Steve Heinze: Another Boston College
great (though a few years behind the afore-
mentioned Eagles) and a member of the
1992 Olympic team, Heinze is one of the
Boston Bruins new generation of young
guns that includes Joe Juneau. Ted Donato
and Glen Murray. He opened the '92 sea-
son on an up note, scoring a goal in the B's
second game.
Steve Leach: The scrappy right wing
developed into a dangerous all-around threat
(31-29-60) with the Bruins after struggling
through four seasons of mediocrity with the
Washington Capitals. One of the first HE
players to make his mark in the NHL, Leach
played his collegiate action at the University
of New Hampshire.
John Cullen: Another BU grad who has
prospered in the NHL, he was the only
legitimate scoring threat on the Whalers in
'91. Cullen notched a sparkling +28 plus/
minus rating while banging home a team
high 77 points, including 51 assists.
Chris Terreri: Without a doubt the best
goalie ever to emerge from the HE, the ex-
Providence College and current Devils star
was the workhorse between the pipes for
New Jersey in '91. appearing in 54 games.
He finished with an even 22-22-10 mark,
3.18 GAA and an .888 save percentage, but
suffered a late season back injury that may
affect him this season.
There are also many other wiestablished ex-
HE stars knocking on the door of NHL stardom.
Among them (college team followed by
pro team in parenthesis): Bob Beers (UMaine,
Boston Bruins): Greg Brown (B.C., Buffalo
Sabres); Keith Carney (UMaine, Buffalo
Sabres); Bob Corkum (UMaine, Buffalo Sa-
bres); David Emma (B.C., New Jersey Dev-
ils); Rob Gaudreau (Providence, San Jose
Sharks); Scott LaChance (BU, New York
Islanders); Shawn McEachern (BU, Pitts-
burgh Penguins); Scott Pellerin (UMaine,
New Jersey Devils); Jean- Yves Roy (UMaine,
New York Rangers); Keith Tkachuk (BU,
Winnipeg Jets); and Scott Young (BU, Pitts-
burgh Penguins).
So any of you big hockey fans out there who
want to catch a glimpse of the NHL stars of
tomorrow today, follow the Hockey East this
season. It's a safe bet that you're watching the
next generation of NHL stars.
Northeastern Returning
Career Scoring Leaders
Name Gp G APIs
Sebastien LaPlante101 52 54 106
Jay Schiavo 108 47 59 106
Dino Grossi 96 32 31 63
Mike Taylor 62 18 41 59
Chris Foy - * 70 8 16 24
Bob Kellogg 63 5 15 20
Jean-Francois Aube30 8 11 19
Tom O'Connor - * 28 5 10 15
Darryl MacNair 32 6 915
Francois Bouchard 34 4 9 13
Adam Hayes - * 31 5 8 13
Jason Melong 22 3 10 13
Geoff Lucas 32 3 8 11
Jason Kelly 15 2 4 6
Joel Bishop - * 18 2 2 4
Tom Parlon 7 0 1 1
Joe Eagan - * 6 1 0 1
* Denotes partial career totals
Goaltending Gp Gaa SpcW-L-T
Todd Reynolds 17 4.46.855 5-11-0
• Hockey East Column
The Man Ii
speaks out
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
I know what you're thinking.
What the hell is this Hopley guy talking
about, and why does he keep mentioning
boobs?
My response? Don't ask me, I just work
here.
But if you want to know how the final
Hockey East standings will look this season,
well, that's something I can handle. So I'll
predict, no guarantee, its going to look a
little something like this come March:
UMaine and Boston University will duke
it out for the top honors, with Baby Bears (I
call them that because they are young, not
because they cry a lot) taking the honors in
the end.
Providence College, Boston College, the
University of New Hampshire and North-
eastern will form the iiuddk of the pack, and
don't be surprised if one of these teams
moves into the upper echelon and gives
UMaine and BU a run. The one thing the
league has more this season than in any
other is quality and depth in the standings
from top to bottom.
And speaking of the bottom, that where
you'll find UMass-Lowell and Memmack
College, the HE version of the Ottawa Gen-
erals and the Tampa Bay Lightning (read:
league punching bags).
But don't forget, UMaine wasn't always
the Almighty Hockey Juggernaut they are
now. They struggled for years before devel-
oping into a top-notch program, and soon
See FINN on Page 12
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PC Team Capsule
Nickname: Friars
Colors: Black and White
Home Ice: Schneider Arena (3,030)
Coach: Mike McShane (8th year) 121-118-18
Captains: Mark Devine and Bob Cowan
1991-92 Record: 21-13-2 OA, 11-8-2 HE
Lettermen Returning/Lust: 15/10
Top Returnees. Craig Darby, So, RW (17g-24a-4Ipts), Chris Therien, Jr, D (16-25-41),
Chad Quennville, So, C (13-22-35), Cowan, Sr, C (13-18-31) and Brad Mullahy, Sr, G(11-9-2 3.72 gaa.)
Top Recruits: Joe Hulbig, 6'3" 220 lb, LW (Wrentham, MA), Erik Sundquist, 6'3" 207,
D (Rocky Hill, CT) and Bob Bell, 5'10" 180, G (No. Vancouver, BC)
From The Friar Pan: With 127 gone from last years' top two scorers (Beback and
Gaudreau), Hulbig, a 1st round choice of the Edmonton Oilers, must step right in and
contribute. Iberian lead the "D" which will start three rookies...
Coaches Corner: "Up front we've got a solid foundation," McShane says. "Our
question mark comes from a young, unproven defense. An experienced goalie(Mullahy) will help though."
Oct 23-24
Oct 30
Nov 1
Nov 7
Nov 13
Nov 14
Nov 20
Nov 21
Nov 28
Nov 30
Dec 4
Dec 5
Dec 9
Dec 29-30
Jan 2-3
Friar '92-93 Schedule
at Maine
at RP1
at Vermont
Maine
UNH
at UNH
UMass/Lowell
at UMass/Lowell
at Cornell
at Brown
at Boston College
Boston College
Merrimack
at RP1 Tourney
Air Force
Jan 8 Boston University
Jan 9 at Boston University
Jan 15-16 St. Lawrence
Jan 22
Jan 23
Jan 27
Jan 29
Feb 5
Feb 12
Feb 13
Feb 19
Feb 20
Feb 26
Feb 27
Mar 6
Merrimack
at Merrimack
at Northeastern
Northeastern
at Northeastern
at UNH
UNH
UMass/Lowell
at UMass/Lowell
at Boston College
Boston College
Boston University
No Name Pos Cl Hgt Wgt
1 Mike Leuzzi G Fr 5-08 161
2 Dennis Souza D Fr 5-11 190
4 Justin Gould D Ft 6-00 185
5 Scott Balboni D Fr 6-00 198
6 Todd Huybcr D Sr 6-01 205
7 Erik Sundquist D Fr 6-03 207
8 Dennis Burke RW Fr 6-00 180
9 George Breen RW So 6-02 205
10 Jay Kenney D Fr 6-03 202
11 Joe Hulbig LW Fr 6-03 216
12 Gary Socha LW Sr 6-04 195
13 Chad Quenneville C So 5-09
14 Ian Paskowski D Jr 5-11 185
9
PC Returning Career Scoring Leaders
Name Gp
Bob Cowan 106
Chris Therien" 72
Gary Socha 86
Craig Darby 35
Brian Rudolfi 57
Chad Quenneville 36
Erik Pete. son 66
Brady Kramer 36
G A Pts Name
30 69 99
20 43 63
28 29 57
17 24 41
16 24 40
13 22 35
17 9 26
11 10 21
PC Coach Mike McShane is entering
his 8th year at the hi Im of the Friars
(;p G A Pis
Brian Jefferies 47 7 6 13
George Breen 36 8 4 12
Mark Devine 40 4 8 12
Todd Huyber 83 0 8 8
Ian Paskowski 61 1 7
Jon LaVarre 16 0 2 2
Goaltending Gp Gas Spc W-L-T
Brad Mullahy 49 3.44 .878 27-15-3
Friar Captain Mark Devine picked up
six points in 26 games a season ago.
The '92-93 Friars Roster
Hometown
Verona, NJ
Smithfield, RI
Dedham, MA
Salem, NH
Rocnester, MN
Rocky Hill, cr
Newton, MA
Shrewsbury, MA
Schenectady, NY
Wrentham, MA
N.Attleboro, MA
160 So. Hadley, MA
Beverly, MA
SE5U,INOS.Italian Restaurant
Your Best Choice for Fine Italian Cuisine.
Our Best to the Maine Black Bears '92--2-93
Call 942-1240 for Reservations
735 Maine St., Bangor
1/4 mile south of 1-395 (Exit 34)
15 Tievor Hanson RW Fr 5-11 195
16 Brady Kramer LW So 6-02 195
17 Bob Cowan C Sr 5-09 180
18 Brian Rudolfi RW Jr 5-08 165
20 Crris Lamoriello RW Jr 5-11 182
21 Erik Peterson C Jr 5-10 175
22 Mark Devine C Sr 5-11 185
23 Brian Jefferies RW Sr 6-00 180
27 Craig Darby RW So 6-04 195
28 Jon LaVarre LW So 6-01 190
29 Brad Mullahy 6 Sr 5-10 180
30 Bob Bell G Fr 5-10 175
31 John Charette LW Jr 5-09 160
35 Chris Therien D Jr 6-04 230
Smithfield, RI
Rosemont, PA
Minneapolis, MN
Pawtucket, RI
N.Providence,R1
Brockton, MA
Amesbury, MA
Millis, MA
Schenectady, NY
Northfield, Ill
No. Easton, MA
NVancouver, BC
Pascoaq, RI
Ottawa, Ont
Best of Luck Maine Hockey
from your skating specialists at...
SPORT 4zWIP
THE SKATING SPECIALIST
849 Stillwater Ave. • Bangor • 947-6366
Come check out our NEW location!
(Across the street from Blue Seal Feeds and near the Bangor Mall
Complete Skating Needs 414
Hockey • Figure • Rollerblade
1-800-8 3 4-60 13
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The 1992-93 University of Maine Black Bears
•••••••e.
aktIONt
Coach Shawn Walsh and his Black Bears, led by Jim Montgomery and a group of talented rookies, will be out looking for UMaine's first National Championship.
UMaine Team Capsule
Nickname: Black Bears
Colors: Blue and White
Home Ice: Alfond Arena (5,400)
Head Coach: Shawn Walsh (9th year) 208-119-12
Captain: Jim Montgomery
1991-92 Record: 31-4-2 OA, 17-2-2 HE
Lettermen Returning/Lost:19/9
Top Returnees: Montgomery, Sr, C (21-44-65). Kent Salfi, Sr, RW (12-10-22); Patrice
Tardif, Jr, LW (18-20-38), Cal Ingraham, Jr, RW (15-30-45), Chris hues, Jr, D (4-19-23),
Mike Dunham. Jr, G (6-0, 2.20 GAA), Garth Snow, Sr, G (25-4-2, 2.44)
Top Newcomers: Paul Kariya, 5'11", 165 lbs., C (No. Vancouver. B.C.), Peter Ferraro,
5'10", 170, C (Sound Beach, N.Y.), Chris Ferraro, 5'10", 170, RV/ (Sound Beach, N.Y.)
Blasts from the Den: Look for Montgomery to emerge from the shadows of the departed
Scott Pellerin and Jean-Yves Roy into the team leader on and off the ice. And keep an eye
on Kariya-the kid can pass with the best of them.
Coach -s Comment: "We have to play very smart with the puck since we'll be less
experienced than some of the other teams (in the league), but we could be very explosive
offensively. I like our experience on defense, strength in goal and excitement up front."
• Hockey East Special
Black Bears look to reload
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
The names were all so familiar.
Roy. Pellerin. Downey. Robitaille. Bar-
kely. Link. Tepper. Widmeyer. Olson.
For the past several seasons, those mon-
ikers have been associated with the tremen-
dous success of the University of Maine
hockey program.
But their respective careers as Black
Bears came to a sudden end last season
when Maine was eliminated in the quarter-
finals of the NCAA Tournament by Michi-
gan State. Sadly, each of them closed their
illustrious careers at Maine without the one
thing all college athletes dream about: a
National Championship.
But now, there is new generation of
Black Bear skaters on the scene, hoping to
help head coach Shawn Walsh's troops win
that elusive NCAA title.
The names are not so familiar to Maine
hockey fans yet. but soon, they will be The
Ferraro's, Chris and Peter. Kariya. San-
tonelli. Gwinn. Thompson. Marsh. Clukey.
Purdie. Mahoney. Rodrigue. Latendresse.
MaxIssac. Hirsch.
Introducing the fourteen newcomers to
the 1992-93 University of Maine hockey
team.
As a group, it is probably the most high-
ly-touted recruiting class in Black Bear his-
tory. And from what Coach Walsh has seen
thus far of the youngsters. their advance
clippings were well deserved.
"As a whole. I would say that they are
probably more prer-ed to play immediate-
ly at the Division 1 college level than any
first-year class I have had," Walsh said. "It's
See FRIENDS on page II
• Hockey East Special
The quest begins
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
The accomplishments of the 1991-92
University of Maine hockey team were nu-
merous by any standards.
They were ranked Number One in the
nation for 15 weeks.
They were the Hockey East regular sea-
son and tournament champions.
They boasted of the top college player in
the U.S., Hobey Baker Award winner Scott
Pellerin.
But they couldn't win it all.
The Black Bears fell short of the ultimate
team accomplishment, the National Cham-
pionship, when Michigan State stunned
UMaine 3-2 in the NCAA East Regional.
This season, the Black Bears are young-
er and less experienced than last year's
talented veteran-filled squad, bin they may
be even more skilled.
And again, Coach Shawn Walsh and his
troops will be gunning for that elu sive crown-
ing achievement, the national title.
According to some of the rival coaches
around Hockey East, the Black Bears cer-
tainly have the arsenal to do it.
"They are definitely a threat to win the
whole thing," UMass-Lowell Coach Keith
Crowder said. "They have depth at all posi-
tions, especially in goal, and they should
have the necessary hunger after what hap-
pened last year."
Boston University Coach Jack Parker
echoed Crowder's thoughts.
"No doubt in my mind Maine is the team
to beat, both in Hockey East and in the
country," Parker said.
And the pollsters appear to agree with
Crowder and Parker. UMaine was picked
first in both the College Hockey U.S.A. poll
and the Albany-Times poll, while the Sport-
ing News (which doesn't exactly cover :01-
lege hockey extensively) picked them sec-
ond.
But Walsh is downplaying his team's
predicted success.
"1 don't put much stock in polls." Walsh
said. "What it comes down to is what hap-
pens on the ice, and we're still a pretty
inexperienced team at this level."
Scc QUEST on page 12
Oct 23-24
Oct 30-31
Nov 7
Nov 13-14
Nov 20-21
Nov 26-28
Dec 4-5
Dec 11
Dec 12
Dec 19-20
pdUt Bear '92-93 Schedule 
Providence
New Brunswick
at Providence
Merrimack
at Boston University
at Ala-Fbnk Tourney
Northeastern
UNH (non-league)
at UMass/Lowell
at LA Tourney
Dec 29-30 at Cleveland Tourney
Jan 2-3 Maine Tourney
Jan 15-16 Clarkson
Jan 22,24 at Boston College
Jan 28-29 at UNH
Feb 5-6 UMass/Lowell
Feb 12-13 at Northeastern
Feb 19-20 Boston University
Feb 26-27 at Merrimack
Mar 2 Boston College
Mar 6 New Hampshire
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
35
36
37
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The 1992-93 Black Bears Rosted
No Name Pos Cl Hgt Wgt Hometown1 Mike Dunham G Jr 6-03 185 Endwell, NY
2 Andy Silverman D So 6-03 210 Beverly, MA3 Matt Martin D Jr 6-04 220 Hamden, CTChris hues D Jr 5-11 185 Birchdale, MN5 Jacque Rodrigue D So 6-00 192 Nashua, NH6 Jason Weinrich D Jr 6-03 205 Gardiner, ME7 Jim Burcar D So 6-00 190 Marquette, MI9 Paul Kariya C Fr 5-11 165 No. Vancouver, BC10 M. LaTendresse C So 5-10 160 Montreal, Que
11 Dan Murphy D Sr 6-01 200 Hamden, Cr
12 Wayne Conlan RW So 5-11 180 West Haven, Cl'13 Dave Mactsaac D So 6-01 190 Arlington, MA
14 Dave LaCouture C Sr 6-03 205 Natick, MA15 Peter Ferraro C Fr 5-10 170 Sound Beach, NY
16 Patrice Tardif LW Jr 6-02 210 St. Methode, Que
17 Chris Ferraro RW Fr 5-10 170 Sound Beach, NY
18 Eric Fenton C Sr 6-02 200 So. Portland, ME
19 Jim Montgomery C Sr 5-10 180 Montreal, Que20 Brad Purdie RW Fr 5.11 IRO Dollard-des-OrmQue
22 Kent Salfi RW Sr 5-09 165 Clifton Park, NY
23 Barry Clukey C Fr 5-10 185 Waterville, ME
24 Lee Saunders D Jr 6-00 190 Femie, BC
25 Justin Tomberlin RW Jr 6-01 195 Coleraine, MN
26 Chuck Texeira RW Jr 6-01 200 Easton. MA
27 Martin Mercier LW Sr 5-09 185 Lachine. Que
28 Mike Santonelli LW Fr 6-00 190 Arlington, MA
29 Brad Mahoney RW Fr 6-04 195 Duxhury, MA
30 Garth Snow G Sr 6-04 200 Wrentham, MA
31 Cal Ingraham RW Jr 5-04 158 Georgetown, ME
32 Devin Mintz C Sr 6-03 205 Regina, Sask
33 Greg Hirsch G Fr 6-00 180 Chelmsford, MA
35 Rob Howland G Jr 6-00 185 Braintree, MA
36 Jamie Thompson LW Fr 6-00 185 Wayland, MA
37 Blair Marsh G Fr 6-02 180 Parksville, B('
11
UMaine Returning Career Scoring Leaders
Name Gp A I'Ls
Jim Montgomery 125 71 135 206 +93
Cal Ingraham 63 32 42 7 +37
Patrice Tardif 73 31 32 63 +22
Kent Salfi 102 24 27 51 +19
Chris Imes 68 9 27 36 +56
Matt Martin 65 7 26 33 +35
Justin Tomberlin 61 18 12 30 +5
Martin Mercier 67 12 17 29 +20
Dave LaCouture 77 12 15 27 +6
Dan Murphy 120 2 20 22 +57
Eric Fenton 36 9 11 20 +14
Jason Weinrich 50 2 16 18 +22
Andy Silverman 30 2 9 11 +32
Lee Saunders 19 1 9 10 +6
Wayne Conlan 21 8 1 9 +3
Garth Snow 61 0 7 7
Jim Burcar 11 1 3 4 +7
Devin Mintz 10 1 1 2 +2
Chuck Texeira 0 I 1
Mike Dunham 30 0 0 0
Rob Howland 11 0 0 0
Goaltending Gp Gaa Spc W-L-T
Garth Snow 60 2.71 .880 45-10-2
Mike Dunham 30 2.79 .892 20-5-2
Rob Howland I 3.84 .813 0-0-0
Back the Black Bears all
season long at
Alfond Arena
Black Bears reload with Ferraro's, Kariya
obvious to me that the accolades they re-
ceived before coming here were based on an
honest evaluation of their talent."
Walsh has also been very pleased with
way his newcomers have worked at improv-
ing during dry-land drills this preseason.
"They have been working so hard, I had
to tell them to tone it down so they wouldn't
be tired when we started practice," Walsh
said. "It's a nice problem for a coach to have,
though."
Heading up the newcomers is a pair of
heavily
-recruited identical twins, Peter and
Chris Ferraro. Peter, a center, was a first-
round selection of the New York Rangers
this past summer, while Chris, a right-wing,
was fourth
-round choice by the same club.
Both are expected to contribute to the Black
Bears immediately.
However, Walsh doesn't want undue pies-
sure put 'Dn his prize frestunen."We, as coach-
es and fans, can't honestly expect them to
step in and dominate right away," Walsh said.
"We have to realize that, even though they
have experience at the internatioual level
(both were members of the U.S. World Junior
Team this summer), they haven't yet played
a Division! game. As good as they are, it may
take them a while to get adjusted."
But, at the same time, Walsh is dazzled
with the work habits of the twins, as well as
with their intense playing style.
"They are not only very highly-skilled
players," Walsh said, "hut they are also very
tenacious workers. And watching them play
together is amazing. It's almost electric the
way they know what each other is going to
do on the ice."
But Peter Ferraro just wants to fit in to
the Maine program before even considering
his individual goals.
"The thing that made me really want to
come here (after my recruiting visit) last
year was the closeness of the team," Peter
Ferraro said. "It was unbelievable how much
the guys seemed to genuinely like each
other. I really didn't see that at any of the
other schools we visited, and I hope to be a
part of something like that this year. I want
it to be fua, but I want to win too."
Chris Ferraro agreed with his brother,
but says he has a couple specific goals in
mind for this season.
"I just want to contribute (this se.ason),"
Chris said. —That's all I can really ask for as
an individual. But as a team, I want the ring.
I want the NCAA Championship this sea-
son. I truly think we can do it this year."
Canadian Tier II Junior Player of the
Year Paul Kariya steps into a left-wing slot
that has a couple holes aftei the departures of
Pellerin and Downey. Kariya was the young-
est player (17 years old) on the Canadian
Junior Team this summer after tallying 45
goals and 87 assists in 41 games for Pentic-
ton in the junior league.
After totaling such impressive numbers,
Kariya was recruited by such top U.S. hock-
ey schools as Harvard. Michigan and Bos-
ton University.
But Kariya said as soon as he made his
recruiting visit to Maine, he was sure where
he wanted to go.
"I was ready to sign right there," Kariya
said. "I was so impressed with the way that
the coaches and the players handled them-
selves, I was convinced this was the right
place for me to go."
Any kid that could have gone to Harvard
is obviously bright, and Walsh says Kariya's
smarts carry over to the ice.
"He's a very intelligent player," Walsh
said. "He seems to always be thinking ahead
to what would happen if he made this move
or that move, and it gives him an advantage
on the defense because then he knows what
to do when he has the puck."
Bu Kariya isn't taking anything for
granted.
"I have to make the team first (before I set
any goals for myself)," Kariya said modestly.
"I know from what coach Walsh has told me
that he expects me to be an offensive player,
but I'm not going to worry about that stuff
right now. My priorities are just to make the
team, and then I'll hopefully contribute."
Defensively, Walsh also has a pair of
talented newcomers, but both were members
of the Maine hockey community in the past.
Sophomore Dave Maclsaac, returns af-
ter spending last season with the Halifax
Lions in junior hockey, while sophomore
Jack Rodrigue, a former All. USHL selec-
tion at Northern Iowa, is expected to help
out behind the blueline after sitting out last
season as a transfer.
Besides the rerraros arid Kai iya, die
Black Bears have a number of other poten-
tial stars stepping into key roles offensively.
At center, sophomore Michel Latendres-
se looks like a potentially big scorer after
notching 53 goals and 77 assists in 45 games
for the Olympiques de Montreal in the jun-
iors in 1990-91. Latendresse becomes eligi-
ble for the Black Bears after sitting last
season. But the former Montreal Tier II
Junior player of the Year will miss the first
four games of 1992 after playing an equal
number of games with a Major Junior team.
Barry Clukey of Waterville, Me. will
also battle for playing time at center after
scoring 356 points in his four-year high
school career.
from page 10
"Latendresse is a playmaker is the mold
of Matin Robitaille," Walsh said, "while
Clukey is more of a physical player. It will
be pleasant to watch them define their roles
as the season progresses."
Among the left wings are Mike Santonel-
li, who netted 28 goals at Matignon (Mass.)
High last season, Craig Gwinn (18 goals for
New England Prep runner-up Westminster),
and Jamie Thompson of St. John's (Mass.)
Prep.
On the right side Brad Purdie steps in and
Brad Mahoney provides a youthful pres-
ence up front.
"These are the guys we really haven't
gauged yet," Walsh said. "Some of them
may step in and play Immediately, while
others may take a season or two before they
are ready. It presents a very competitive
situation."
Meanwhile, the lone recruit between the
posts is former British Columbia Junior
League All-Star goalie Blair Marsh, who
probably won't see much action because of
the return veteran standouts Mike Dunham
and Garth Snow.
But as a group, the 14 newcomers appear
ready to provide Black Bear fans with the
same thrills Pellerin, Rohitaille and Co. gave
them so frequently over the last four seasons.
Peter Ferraro puts the youngsters' ex-
citement and readyness to play into words
when he says, "We can't wait to get out there
and show the fans what we can do. Hopeful-
ly, we'll all be ready to make names for
ourselves and become a big part of Maine
hockey in the future."
The future appears to be now for Maine
hockey, and if it is, the names of the brash
new players will, too, become household
ones.
12 
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The Quest begins from page 10
Still the Black Bears are extremely tal-
ented. If the old axiom, "Winning hockey
teams are built from the goal out," is true, the
Black Bears should hardly lose a game.
Walsh returns two of the best goalies in
the nation in senior Garth Snow (A 25-4-2
won-lost mark and 2.44 GAA in '91) and
junior Mike Dunham (6-0, 2.44).
Snow is the more experienced of the
dazzling pair, with a 45-10-2 career mark,
and he is even more impressive when you
realize all of his goals last year came by just
one goal.
Dunham, a preseason All-Hockey East
selection, played in just seven games with
the Black Bears last year before leaving to
join the U.S. National Junior Team, where
he won the Bob Johnson Medallion as the
top U.S. player in the tourney. From there
he, went to the U.S. Olympic team, of which
he is a prime candidate for again in '94.
Newcomers Greg Hirsch and Blair Marsh
and veteran Rob Howland will battle for
reserve roles.
Defensively, the Black Bears retain a
solid corps that should be a team strength.
Only graduated Tony Link is missing from
defensive group that set a Hockey East record
for fewest goals allowed in a season (54).
Assistant captains Dan Murphy (1-6-7),
a senior, and juaior Chris Imes (4-19-23)
lead the way. The two combined for a plus/
minus rating of +69 last season.
Other returning standouts include hard-
hitting junior Matt Martin, classmate Jason
Weinrich (1-15-16) and last season's
UMaine Rookie of the Year, sophomore
Andy Silvcrman (2-9-11).
Junior Lee Saunders and sophomore Jim
Burcar could also see significant action.
Newcomers on the blue line include a pair
of offensive minded talents. Sophomore
Jacque Rodrigue, a former All-USHL selec-
tion with Northern Iowa, should contribute
after sitting out last season. And sophomore
Dave MacIsaac returns to UMaine after a
season with the Halifax Lions.
Up front. Walsh's troops have plenty of
firepower, but its also where they suffered
their most losses.
Eight of the Black Bears departed letter-
men came from the forward position. in-
cluding Pellerin and All-American Jean-
Yves Roy.
Still, a group of outstanding returnees and
gifted recru iting c lass will keep UMaine among
the top offensive clubs in college hockey.
At center, senior captain Jim Montgom-
ery (21-44-65) is the fiery leader of the
Black Bears. Montgomery will serve as the
first lone captain in Walsh's nine years with
the Blue and White.
Though less-publicized than some of his
flashier counterparts, Montgomery led the
team in scoring in '92 and has set school
records for assists in a season (57) and a
career (137). He needs only 19 more points to
break Pellerin's school-record of 223 points.
Other veteran centers for Black Bear foes
to contend with are valuable two-way man
Dave LaCouture (5-4-9) and Eric Fenton (7-
8-15), both seniors. Senior Devin Mintz, who
netted a goal and an assist in three appearanc-
es last year, will also get a long look.
Newcomer Michel LaTendresse, who
scored 130 points for the Olympiques de
Montreal in '90-91, sat out last season and
will sit out the first four games this year after
playing the same number of games with a
Major Junior team.
Peter Ferraro. half of the highly-billed
first-year twins, will see major action at cen-
ter. He was a first-round selection of the New
York Rangers in this year's NHL draft after
leading the U.S. Junior Team in scoring.
Barry Clukey ot Waterville. the nation's
top career high school scorer with 356 points,
may also battle for playing time.
At left wing, '91-92 Most Improved
Black Bear Patrice Tardif (18-20-38) re-
turns for his junior season. Senior Kent Salfi
(10-12-22), who impressed in this fall's
Blue/White game with two goals and two
assists, hopes to continue to be a Black Bear
spark. Senior Martin Mercier also looks to
return strong after suffering a broken wrist
in last year's season opener.
Newcomers on the left side are led by
young Paul Kariya, a fantastic puck handler
who may also see action at center. Kariya
has been compared to a young Wayne Gretz-
ky, and would have been a top selection in
The Fab Frosh of UMaine
this season's NHL draft had he been old
enough.
Craig Gwinn, Mike Santonelli and Jamie
Thompson are other first-year phenoms who
could contribute immediately on the wing.
Diminutive (5'4") junior Cal Ingraham
(15-30-45) demonstrated he could be a big
scorer in Division! hockey last season after
transferring from Air Force.
Other returnees include sophomore
Wayne Conlan (8-1-9) and senior Justin
Tomberlin, both of whom are also UMaine
baseball standouts.
Junior Chuck Texiera will also fight for
ice time.
Among the newcomers. Chris Ferraro.
the other half of the first-year brother duo.
will see plenty of action at the right wing
position. He was a fourth-round pick of the
Rangers.
Young Brad Purdie and big (6'4", 210
lbs) Brad Mahoney will also vie for impor-
tant minutes.
If the Black Bears are to make this the
year they first win it all, a few things will
have to happen.
First, Dunham and Snow will have to
continue to dazzle. Then, a couple of the
youngsters will have to take an offensive
leadership role and step up into the lime-
light. Finally, Montgomery will have to be
Montgomery, the fantastic offensive force.
If all of it happens, no problem.
This will be the year.
From left to right (B) Mike Santonelli, Jacques Rodrigue, Brad Mahony, Craig Gwinn and Jamie Thompson. (F) BlairMarsh, Brad Purdie, Barry Clukey, Chris Ferraro, Peter Ferraro, Michel LaTendresse, Paul Kariay and Greg Hirsch.
Ramblin from page 8
general manager Phil Esposito said Kariya
would have been selected ahead of all of the
NHL's top 10 draft choices from this year.
His performances in early practices have
people beginning to call him a "Gretzky-
clone."
The Ferraro twins, UMaine - I know I
said only three but heck, they're twins. One
was drafted in the 1st round by the Rangers,
the other in the fourth. Don't ask me to tell
them apart because it doesn't really matter
which is which. One plays right wing one
time the other plays center. Next time switch
to be fair.
It may seem a bit narrow-minded to pick
three Black Bears in this list but when you've
got the best recruiting class in the nation,
you can brag.
Of course. as if they needed anymore
reasons to brag UMaine gets my vote for
tops in Hockey East. A national champion-
ship may be a bit of a stretch but if I wear my
underwear the right way (See The Maine
Campus April 3, 1992) you never know.
The rest of the HE list looks like this
) closed captioned for the boobs in the crowd):
#2 Boston University (Youthful experience).
#3 Boston College (Not as much youthful
experience as BU), #4 Providence (Oh. boy,
Hul(s)-big!), #5 UNH (Is Brett really Abel?),
#6 UMass/Lowell (Okay, so they wear the
same colors as the Braves), #7 Northeastern
(Hey, Stuart Davis went there, how good can
they he?)and lastly, sorry Coach Anderson,
Merrimack at #8 (They'll continue to lose
until they move across the border to the
hockey hot-bed of the world. Merimack, NH.)
You got all that down? Don't forget
because you never know who the boob next
to you is...
Finn
from page 8
UMass-Lowell and Merrimack may be-
come one too.
Now as far as individual players go,
there is a lot of quality both young and old
around the leave.
Some of the familiar faces still skating
around HE rinks include UMaine's Jimmy
Montgomery, BU's David Sacco and
UMass-Lowell's Mike Murray.
Top veteran goalies include the acrobat-ic UMaine tandem of Mike Dunham and
Garth Snow, and BU's Scott Cashman.
But there are also some youthful looking
mugs that are expected to make a big splash in
the league this season. Included among them
are two NHL first-rou nd draft picks, UMaine's
Peter Ferraro (New York Rangers) and Prov-
idence's Joe Hulbig (Edmonton Oilers).
But perhaps the most exciting new play-
er to come into the HE is UMaine's Paul
Kariya. The kid is unbelievable when he has
the puck on his stick, his vision and passing
skills are so terrific. He literally plays like
Magic Johnson on skates (spare me the
tasteless jokes, please).
Going back to the team rankings. I have
one more prediction to make. and I promise
you it will be come true or I swear I will eat
Stu Davis's boxer shorts.
Ready, here it comes: the winner of the
conference this season will be the winner of
the Whole Schmole. better known as the
NCAA Championship.
Now, you'll notice I didn't say whether
it would be UMaine or BU that will be
dancing in Madison, Wis. come April 3, but
I will tell you this.
There won't be any big fat monkeys on
any Black Bears' backs when the season's
all said and done.
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ResponseP an c
• The military
d your know!
To the Editor.
After reading the response page in the Oct.
14 issue of The Maine Campus, I was left with
a strong feeling of disappointment and disbe-
lief. I have not since the Gulf War seen such
a blatant display of ignorance. I was shocked
to see that supposedly educated college level
people would be so close minded and blind to
facts and reality. The university, after all, is
supposed to inform and educate people so
they are able to form intelligent and objective
opinions based on facts.
Without a strong national defense and
military throughout the last 216 years I would
probably not be writing this letter, nor would
Craig Sheerin or Amanda King have proba-
bly had the opportunity. I find it ironic that
these ignorant people consistently insult and
e before cm)ot-41erry
 
criticism
offend an institution that has continually pro-
tected their rights and freedoms. Do these
people actually believe the world would be a
better place had Hitler won World War 2?
Have they thought about what would have
happened to the oppressed people in the far
east who would have been practically en-
slaved had it not been for the U.S. military?
No, apparently they have not. However, no
matter how much criticism the military re-
ceives, it will continue on with its mission to
serve and to protect.
In regards to the letters regarding Neal
Snow, it is unfortunate that he was dismissed.
Like everything else, however, there is a
reason. One must understand the military. The
military is not perfect The military is full of
ignorant people who cannot tolerate working
with people with homosexual tendencies. The
• The military
Military's purpose is to
protect not to provoke
To the Editor: democracy. He was a puppet in the media, his
strings pulled to create a frenzy and fit Bush's
I'm responding to Todd Arvidson's letter plan. Third. Todd claims the Cold War isn't
regarding the consequences of having no rnili- over. This is incorrect. The Cold War was
tary. I find opposing the military very easy to do, between us and the the latter of
for two reasons. We need them only to protect which doesn't exist, neither does that ideolo-
our borders, and they arc designed for killing, gy, thus the Cold War is indeed over.
which I'm against simple fact we have a In closing, police don't wear guns to deter
military means we will use this military not as a crime, but to fight crime. George Bush has the
deterrent, as Todd claims, but to fight wars. baddest gun on the planet, not to deter war, but
Todd's unquestioning support for the mil- to fight war.
itary was illustrated in three naive beliefs. Thus the military' s sole purpose should be
First, we as a country can not back down from to protect our borders only, for now they serve
the worldwide terrorist threat. However, there not as a deterrent, as Todd claims, but as an
is no worldwide terrorist threat, only a con- instrument with which to fight when the °prior-
centrated threat in regions such as the Middle tunity exists.
East. Second, Todd mentions Hussein, who
posed no threat to the U.S., or military, the
potential New World Order, or least of all,
Derek Greene
Orono
• MPAC
Group has poor record
To the Editor:
I wholeheartedly agree with Stephen C.
Smith's comments about the Maine Peace
Action Committee. They are motivated by a
dislike for a military and any arguments they
present are merely justifications or rational-
izations. This explains their concern for the
DOD's anti-handicapped policy. At this point,
it looks almost certain that Bill Clinton will
win on Nov. 3, and if he does, he might well
fulfill his promise to let end the military's
anti
-homosexual policy.
With their major argument soon to be
moot, MPAC needs another justification.
They've settled on the handicapped issue.
And MPAC is indeed using Neal Snow. Does
it matter to them that he made pro-ROW com-
ments when initially interviewed about his dis-
missal? No. Does it even matter that he told John
Preston. who visited my JMC 489 class, that he's
not an anti-militarist and he's upset that he' s being
portrayed that way? No. His dismissal is the best
chance they've ever had to try and focus public
opinion against ROTC whether he likes it or not.
Not a very good track record for an orga-
nization that purports to serve the truth.
Michael J. Gallagher
Orono
Letters to the Editor
should be no longer than 250 words and may be sent to:
The Maine Campus Suite 7A Lord Hall
Orono, ME. 04469
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all submissions for
length, taste and libel.
presence of these people mikes them uncom-
fortable, and thereby reduces their efficiency
and because the military is a hazardous team
oriented organization, a subpar perfomiance
by anyone can result in unnecessary fatalities.
The dismissal of ROTC will do nothing more
than to infringe upon the rights of the students
who find it useful and productive. The univer-
sity is not condoning discrimination, it is mere-
ly adhering to regulations set by the govern-
ment for masons mentioned above.
In regards to Craig Sheerin's letter, how
can you refer to the U.S. military as "profes-
sional murderers and destroyers'?" I don't
think the hurricane victims in Miami would
agree with you, nor would the terrorized civil-
ians in Los Angeles, who were protected by
these "planetary hit men." feel the same.
Think, before you speak, these general state-
ments do nothing more than to reflect your
obviously uneducated train of thought.
In conclusion, I have to agree with Aman-
da King in that military action is indeed,
appalling. It is unfortunate when civilized
people must turn to military, action to deal
with problems, it is however, sometimes nec-
essary. Ms. King and Mr. Sheerin, my sugges-
tion to you is to take advantage of what the
university offers; take some history courses,
read some books, expand your knowledge on
world history and current events. Maybe this
will assist you in making more logical and
intelligent statements, instead of blindly crit-
icizing and insulting without knowledge.
Jay Aust
Junior History Major
U.S. Marine
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Hunger caused hold up
To the Editor:
Wednesday's MaineCampus ran an editori-
al about gun control and it referred to a crime
committed by an "East Holden man." The edi-
torial implied that guns were a threat to our peace
and tranquility and stated that ' people with
mental deficiencies should not be allowed to
purchase firearms..." I have to say that I share
your concerns. hut I must tell you a little more
about the man from East Holden— and inciden-
tally about threats to our peace ond tranquility.
I consider myself fortunate to be friends
with this particular "man from East Holden":
I have worked with him, he has eaten at my
dining table on many occasions, he has carved
toys out of wood for my children and made
jewelery for my wife. I believe him to be a
gifted and talented artist. So what made him
into a pistol-packing criminal?
I suspect it was hunger. Yes, read it again. I did
say hunger. It may be difficult for many young
people here at the university to understand. hut it
is nevertheless true, that, all around us here in
Maine, in the last decade of the twentieth century,
in the most powerful nation on earth, there are
hungry people standing M lines at soup kitchens
— not just in the distant inner cities, but also here
in Bangor — waiting for food.
I know because there were many times that
this "man from East Holden" turned up at my
house not having eaten anything other than
roots and berries for days. He owned a small
piece of land and lived on it in a cabin he had
built himself. He took jobs when and where he
could find them, and he refused to accept
handouts or charity. It was just that sometimes
there was too much time between jobs and. as
he told me one day, his "belly hurt." At times
like this he would take his gun and hunt
rabbits or other small animals for food.
That is really all I can tell you about the
"man from East Holden," except that I can't
help but wonder what he and the other hungry
and homeless people from around Bangor
would think if they wandered into "Geddy's"
pub one Friday night and saw dozens and
dozens of well-fed young people cheering at
the food fight that takes place there. I wonder
if they. like me, would shake their heads in
despair at the reality of family values and
priorities in our society where "everyone is
entitled to their opinions."
Giles Norton
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For Friday, October 23
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: An
interesting blending of Libra and Scorpio
traits distinguishes those born on this date.
You have a well balanced view of money and
finances, right until you find something you
really want! Fortunately, your skill with mon-
ey gives you the cash to indulge your whims
from time to time. You also have a knack for
finding secondary sources of income, and
always come through when the pressure is on!
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Timing
takes on even greater importance now, espe-
cially in regard to business dealings. Those
v. ho have the patience to wait for the right
moment and are prepared to act quickly will
benefit.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): A variety
of considerations must be taken into account
w hen making financial decisions. Fiscal pol-
icy needs to be balanced against family and
career.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Even
though you're likely to be exhausted by this
point, a passionate interlude is too good to
resist! The support of your partner creates an
atmosphere in which you're finally willing to
address a money issue.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Someone
in your circle of close friends needs some
comfort.and support. although they might not
show the telltale signs. Pay extra attention to
them and they'll gradually open up to you.
LEO (July 23- Aug. 22): You may think
that you know a loved one well, but there are
aspects of their character that you haven't yet
seen. Don't act blindly on what you believe,
get the facts and proceed accordingly.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): In your zeal
for companionship you may confuse friend-
ship with romance, which could cause embar-
rassment and regrets. Keep your friendships
platonic in order to avoid the inevitable has-
sle.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): After a long
week. you can still muster the energy to
entertain a group of close friends, or perhaps
you'd prefer to go to a show and let someone
else do the work. Either way, make the most
of it!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You max
find it difficult to refuse an unwanted favor.
but if you don't put a stop to this incessant
meddling it will quickly get out of hand. Be as
gracious as possible. but leave no doubt af to
your wishes.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21):
With eclectic tastes and a constant craving for
new and exciting experiences. you find your-
self leaping at an unusual opportunity to branch
out nersonallyot prm-e....•;sonall).
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22 - JAN. 19i Just
because money isn't so tight doesn't mean it
should be spent carelessl Discuss all expen-
ditures with your partner or this could become
a problem down the road.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Old
f)reams that had almost been forgotten are
revitalizai now! All it took was time for the
onginal idea to mature, and for the right
opportunity to come along. Dreams die onlyif you let thenit.
PISCES (Feb. 19- \larch 201: Your abil-ity to handle tough household repairs may
surprise even you, so don't sell yourself short
Approach each problem in a pragmatic fashion
and you'!! mcc; iiI unprecedented success!
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
For Saturday, October 24
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDA :
An aura of mystery surrounds those born
on this date. You are known for your
powerful emotions and your uncompro-
mising determination to reach your ambi-
tions. Your strong desire to achieve your
goals is both a positive and negative factor
in your life. You let nothing stand in your
way, which can be more than a little intim-
idating to others less motivated.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Al-
though not generally an introspective per-
son, you may feel the need to retreat for a
few hours of solitude in order to think
through some complex issues that could
effect your future.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Love
and luck are closely entwined this evening.
By being in the right place at the right time
you could meet your future mate! Com-
mitted Taureans draw luck from their part-
ner.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Inner
pressures which have little to do with
reality can still cause an emotional strain.
Allow yourself to accept the things you
can't change.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You
may start to feel a tittle run down, espe-
cially if you've been burning the candle at
both ends. Take a break from your hectic
pace, cut down on caffeine, and get a few
nourishing meals into you.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): It won't be
easy, but you have the inner resources to
break free from a situation which is hold-
ing you back. Time to go for it!
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): A family
member's poor attitude could affect ev-
eryone around them, just don't let them
drag you down as well. An opportunity to
do something fun and exciting may come
your way, don't let them spoil it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): There is
no better mirror to view your personal
progress than the eyes of an old friend.
Talk to someone who knew you then to
gain a perspective on how far you've come.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Prob-
lems which may have developed recently
among loving couples can be quickly rec-
tified with some genuine caring. Forsake
everything else and concentrate on reaf-
firming your love for each other.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
While a fortuitous turn of events may
provide the break you need to advance
your social or financial interests, the rest-
less energy you bring to the project is what
really makes it happen.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22 - JAN. 19)
Dividing the day into three dist..ictive
parts helps you cover all of the bases.
Focus on the needs of a loved one this
morning, leave the afternoon for your-
self, and the evening for a few close
friends!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):
Someone who has been admiring you from
afar may concoct an original and unusual
way to break the ice. How can you refuse '
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): Break
away from routine this afternoon and ex-
plore unknow n areas and luck is sure to
follow. You could make a valuablt- -
tact or meet a potential amour!
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900420-
5656 (75c each minute).
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention. contact the Editor at 581-
1271 betv.een the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon. or stop h the office in the
basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Asirology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability. work, money, career.
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of S2.99 per minute. which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Raymond Cota forum
from page 1
(the constituency) is two-thirds students and
one-third the community. Many of theis-
sues are the same. Take for example, eco-
nomic development. That's one thing that
I hear on campus because there are a lot of
folks here who, in the next two, three
years, are going be entering the job mar-
ket. They want to make certain they have
a job when they get out there.
Many of the folks who live in the
community look at the university in terms
of economic development as well, there
are 2,300 jobs on this campus. There are
the economic development spin-offs from
the research that goes on on this campus
on a regular basis. Those types of things
add up to a tremendous economic pres-
ence in the area.
Have you seen a different perspec-
tive since you started campaigning?
Many of the concerns are the same.
The economic issues from a student's per-
spective are more 'Am I going to be able
to get through here in four years?' And
quite frankly, I don't think the university
has fulfilled their end of the commitment
to the students in allowing them to gradu-
ate in a time frame which the student
chooses, opposed to a time frame the uni-
versity chooses. And then the state, on the
other hand, because of the loss of about
40,000 jobs in the last few years, has not
given the students economic opportunity
to use their applied skills in the job mar-
ket.
When you talk about the university
you're talking about a very diverse group;
there's are athletes, gays and lesbians,
and the Afro-American community - they
all have very special interests and they
need someone who can advocate those
interests and be able to verbalize their
interests in Augusta, not only in Augusta,
but also to the Board of Trustees. Really a
representative from this district doesn't
only serve in Augusta, they also have to be
able to talk to the Board of Trustees, work
with the Board of Trustees to minimize
any negative affects on this campus, espe-
cially on this campus.
What is your current connection to
the university and do you feel a connec-
tion to the university itself is important
to the effectiveness of a legislator from
this district?
I do have a commitment to the univer-
sity. My commitment is thz' my son is a
freshman here at the university and I have
a daughter, who in a couple of years, will
be looking at the university as an option
for school as well.
I do have a lot of interests and ties,
maybe not physical ties to the school be-
cause I'm not here as a student myself, but
there are a lot of other things that tie me to
the university.
There has been a lot of reported criti-
cism of John O'Dea in the last term just
standing by and letting the university take
budget cuts. What would you have done
in the past to battle the budget cuts?
My feeling is that, and I've said this to
(current District 130 representative) John
(O'Dea) personally, if John had spent less
time trying to micromanage the university
and had spent more time trying to work
with the Board of Trustees and in the
legislature, though perhaps we would have
taken a cut, and may take another cut, the
cut would not have been as dramatic as it
SENIORS
Yearbook Pictures
FREE!
October 19-23rd, 26-28th
9am-12pm and 1pm-5pm
Memorial Room The Union
was. Eighty seven percent of the jobs lost
were lost on this campus. That's incredi-
ble when you stop and think about it. I
think someone with business experience,
and here we go with business again, some-
one with some leadership ability, some-
one who had listening skills and negotiat-
ing skills, that type of person may be more
effective, especially in these times.
Why, specifically, did you-decide to
run for this seat?
This may sound kind of hokey, but it
goes back to my commitment to the uni-
versity, to the community. Why did I re-
turn to Orono after being away all those
years? Because I enjoy the community,
because of the opportunities that are here
for my children and I want those opportu-
nities to continue, not just for my kids but
for other kids as well. I think I have a
better opportunity to do that than my op-
ponent.
What are some issues, besides the
economy and the university, that are
important to the town residents you've
seen?
Property tax is a big isf,ue. I think if
you look at the last bond question, it dis-
cusses the funded mandates to the local
government. I truly believe with my back-
ground as a town manager that has to
happen. You have to have the opportunity
if you're going to impact a number of
people with a law, with a mandate, and
you've got to come up with funds, you
can't leave it to the local taxpayer to have
to fund somebody else's thoughts.
The other issue is healthcare. When I
talk to the elderly and people my age,
pharmaceutical costs are something thatjump right out at you. I'm paying "x"
amount of hundreds of dollars a month on
medication, let alone doctor's bills and
things like that. How can legislature be
effective in those areas? I'm not sure, but
it's certainly an area that needs to be
addressed.
What issues are )ou personally most
concerned about and are tops on your
agenda?
Education, and that is an obvious one.
My opponent said there is going to be an$8 million hit in this next legislative ses-
sion. I'm not ready to accept that. What!
am ready to do is to fight to minimize any
cut at the University of Maine. We have
ben hit enough. This institution, unlike
the other institutions in our system, have
three main purposes, to educate, public
service and research. The administration
is telling faculty members and the faculty
members are telling me, that they're re-
quired to do the same amount in each area
with less money, less tools to do it with.
They feel very stressed out. That shouldn't
be. If we have to offer all three areas than
we should have more dollars than institu-
tions that are just offering education.
What is your position on gay rights?
The question (from a questionnaire sent
by the League of Women voters and pub-
'ished in the Maine Sunday Telegram) had
to do with including gay rights in equal
opportunity. If you're talking about equal
opportunity, then I believe that everybody
is protected under the law as it stands to-
day. If you want to talk about affirmative
action that's another issue. I don't believe
gay rights is an affirmative action issue.
What special qualities do you think
you can bring to Augusta?
Well, I think l' ve already mentioned
four of them; my commitment, ray experi-
ence, my credibility and my effective-
ness. Some of the things that I've learned
in both the public and the private sectors,
negotiation procedure, problem solving
techniques that we all learn as we go
though life.
Aside from the fact that you're an
established businessperson and your op-
ponent is not, what are the major ideo-
logical differences between you two?
What do you think sets you apart from
Kathleen Stevens?
There are times when it's good for the
student to represent the students in gov-
ernment in the legislature, there's no two
ways about that and that's happened here
for the last 10 or 12 years. But the prob-
lems are so immense today in government
that you need someone who not only artic-
ulates student's needs, but also nas the
experience to sift through the problems
and be able to satisfy as much of thc
student needs as possible, and to balance
that with the needs of government. You
can only get that with experience.
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SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker
The University of Maine women's
soccer team slaughtered Thomas Col-
lege Wednesday afternoon behind three
goals a piece from Christina Coniardo
and Erica Labb. Both Labb and Contar-
do finished the contest with seven points
each.
The Black Bears scored their first
goal at the 18:30 mark of the first half
on a Jennifer Farina penalty kick, and
tallied eight more unanswered goals in
the romp.
Ovetall, UMaine outshot Thomas
41 to 5 with Jennifer Terpolli making
one save in recording her second win on
the season.
Marlins tab Lachemann
MIAMI (AP) — Oakland Athletics
third-base coach Rene Lachemann has
agreed to become the Florida Marlins'
first manager and will be introduced to
Miami at a news conference Friday,
,rding to published reports
Magic 'denies. rumors
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP)— Mag-
ic Johnson strongly denied insinuations
that he was not telling the truth about
how he contracted the virus that causes
AIDS. Johnson said another NBA play-
er had spread the cilium that the Los
Angeles Lakers star might have gotten
the virus through homosexual contact.
"There's a guy in this league, and I
know who it is, who ran into a few
people to try to insinuate that I was
going both ways," said Johnson, who
refused to identify the player. "You
think if I had a sexual experience with
another man, he wouldn't be a million-
aire right now, by coming out and say-
ing that? We all know that he'd write a
book, he'd be in the Enquirer. every-
thing.•'
Johnson said Tuesday that he had
confronted the player and the player
denied spreading the rumor. Johnson
also said their friendship is finished,
saying, "You backstab, I'm gone."
NEW YORK (AP) — San Francisco
receiver Jerry Rice, who scored three
touchdowns in the 49ers' 56-17 victory
over Atlanta on Sunday to become the
eighth player in NFL history to score
100 touchdowns, was named NFC of-
fensive player of the week.
San Diego's Rod Bernstine, who
rushed for a career-high 150 yards on
23 carries in the Chargers' 34-14 victo-
ry. over Indianapolis, was named NFC
offensive player of the week.
• Hockey team opens season today versus Providence
• Football team faces UConn Saturday
• Profile of Excellence: The UMaine lacrosse team
• ()Maine Ice Hockey
Black Bears begin championship quest
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Many of the names have changed. but
the goal still remains the same.
The University of Maine hockey team
opens their eagerly
-anticipated regular sea-
son Friday and Saturday evenings when
they take on Hockey East foe Providence
College. Game time both nights is 7 p.m.
The Black Bears have a distinctively
new look this season. Gone is Hobey Baker
Award winner Scott Pellerin, All-American
Jean-Yves Roy and steady Martin Robi-
taille, along with six other past standouts.
The season after team loses so many quality
players is usually a rebuilding one.
But not foi UMaine. Due to a sparkling
Jim Montgomery, the UMaine senior captain and top returning scorer, will be
expected to lead the Black Bears in '92. (Kiesow photo.)
• Profile of Excellence
Lacrosse club looks for res
By Chris Castellano
Sports Writer
Due to the recent success of the Ilniver-
sity or Maine ice hockey and football teams,
little recognition has been given to some of
the smaller sport programs presently in ac-
tion.
One of these programs is the Black Bear
lacrosse team which, according to three year
club president Rusty Merritt, has been a club
ever since the 1976 season.
As the case with the UMaine Rugby
Club, the lacrosse team is primarily funded
by the Recreational Sports Department.
At the beginning of each year, $1,400 is
put aside for the team. which is used for
expenses such as transportation to and from
other schools. additional equipment needed
for the protection of players. and for first aid
purposes.
Although the amount of tm ney allocat-
ed seems low, "We've received a $100 in-
crease every year for the past three, which is
a step in the right direction." Merritt said.
In addition to Recreation Sports funds,
each player on the team is expected to pay a
$45 initiation fee, which is also used for
expense purposes.
Due to the limited amount of open field
space on campus, the lacrosse team is forced
to play much of their fall and spring sched-
ules on the road.
Their competition includes Colby Col-
lege, Maine Maritime, Boston University,
and Boston College.
Over the past three seasons, (Maine has
fared well against such competition only
losing three times out of 18 contests, falling
to Colby, BU, and BC.
See LACROSSE on page 16
recruiting class that his led by twins Peter
and Chris Ferraro, the Black Bears shouldn't
skip a beat in their quest for that elusive
national title.
Still, UMaine Coach Shawn Walsh has
been downplaying his team in preseason,
but even he admits this year's version of
Bears on Ice is extremely skilled.
"We are very close in talent to last year's
club," Walsh said. "But we are also lacking
in experience in comparison."
Because the Black Bears are so young,
leadership on and off the ice is crucial, and
according to Walsh, one player has stepped
into that role wholeheartedly on the club.
"Jim Montgomery is our leader," Walsh
said. "He is fabulous off the ice, and he also
shows the younger guys what discipline is
all about on the ice."
Montgomery's emergence as the leader
i not a surprise. Tbe senior captain (the first
lone captain in Walsh's reign at UMaine) is
the Black Bears' leading returning scorer
after tallying 21 goals and 44 assists (65
points) in '90-91.
The Montreal native will center the Black
Bears' top line that will include juniors
Patrice Tardif (18-20-38 in '91) on the left
and Cal Ingraham (15-30-45) on the right.
The second UMaine line will be com-
posed of three first-year pheelms. Center-
ing will be Peter Ferraro, with his brother
Chris on his right and fellow newcomer Paul
Kariya on the left.
The other tiMaine lines are as follows:
Kent Salfi, Eric Fenton and Wayne Conlan.
Martin Mercier, Dave LaCouture and Jamie
Thompson.
Meanwhile, he defensive pairings will
be an all veteran cast:
Chris Imes-Dan Murphy
Matt Martin-Jason Weinrich
Andy Silverman-Lee Saunders
Walsh said sophomore Dave Maclsaac
may also see some time on the blue line.
Starting in goal for 'Maine on Friday
Sec HOCKEY on page 14
• UMaine Football
Black Bears
hope to bad
on win streak
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
The University- of Maine football team
hope to extend their winning streak to three
games Saturday when they travel to Storrs to
face the University of Connecticut.
Although the Huskies have struggled to
just a 2-4 overall mark this season (includ-
ing a 1-2 record in the Yankee Conference)
and are coming off a 20-7 loss to the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts last week, UMaine
Coach Kirk Ferentz is convinced Worm
will be ready to battle on gameday.
Sec UCONN on page 16
gavo
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• World Series
Blue Jays' skipper Gaston now being hailed as genius
Toronto Blue Jays star second baseman Robby Alomar takes a big swing duringregular season action. Alomar and fellow speedster Devon White are keys tothe Blue jays in the playoffs and World Series success. (AP photo.)
Watch for Maine Campus
Cooking "qp_s
 in 
 today's paper.
LAST CHANCE
sugarloaf/usa
FOR SEASON PASS
Students and Faculty
$325 Prior to November 1
Available at the Athletic Ticket Office
located in Alfond Arena
By Steve Wilstein
AP Sports Writer
TORONTO (AP) — Cito Gaston. his
voice thick with sarcasm about those who
derided him as a "halfway manager" and
now call him a full-fledged genius, is look-
ing smarter every night.
Funny how timely hits, sparkling catch-
es and terrific pitching can make a manag-
er's IQ go up.
If the Toronto Blue Jays clinch the World
Series in the SkyDome, it will end a long
period of doubt about Gaston and probably
secure him a new contract for next season —
something he wasn't sure he'd get if the
team didn't at least win the playoffs.
Gaston didn't get outmaneuvered in the
playoffs by Oakland's Tony La Russa, as
many faithless Toronto fans feared, and
isn't getting baffled by Atlanta's Bobby
Cox in the World Series.
Instead, Gaston is controlling the action,
deftly handling his starting pitchers and
relievers, calling for surprise bunts, moving
his fielders into the right spots and keeping
everyone on the team calm until the job is
done.
Gaston's choice of Jimmy Key to pitch
Game 4 last night was typical of a manage-
ment style that might appear to some as
weak but is, in fact, successful because it
places a premium on loyalty and trust in his
players.
Key, 13-13 during the regular season,
didn't pitch in the playoffs as Gaston went
with a three-man rotation. But Gaston felt
Key deserved a chance to shine in the World
Series.
"He's been here just about as long as I
have, trying to get to this point," Gaston
said.
Key responded to Gaston's trust with afive-hitter over 7 2-3 innings as he startedfor the first time in 17 days.
Gaston didn't stay with Key a moment
SAFETY
FIRST
BUY CONDOMS
BY MAIL
Discrete Packaging. Great Value.All condoms are produced in the USA to thehighest standards of quality and strength asset by the Food and Drug AdministrabonRigorous controls are applied during allphases of manufacture with each condombeing electronically tested to ensure con-sumer orotecilan incitjOer, nor,
Order Now
— —Send check or money order to
FORTRESS SUPPLY, INC.
99 Main Street, Mineola, NY 11501
Please rush in plain package
0 25 Condoms 
 $9 951 
 50 Condoms 
 $13 95
Plus $2 00 postage and handing
Name 
Address 
City 
 
 
 State_ Zip Visa or Master Card Orders Call 1-800-578-536324 Hours 7 Days A Week411.111.11.
too long, though, going to Duane Ward to
end a threat in the eighth inning — thanks tofirst baseman John Olerud's lunging, game-
saving stop of a shot down the line by JeffBlauser with runners on second and third.
In the ninth, Gaston went right away to
closer Tom Henke, who shut the Bravesdown in order to preserve Key's 2-1 victory.Gaston also seemed pretty savvy withthe score tied in the ninth inning of Game 3.
Roberto Alomar singled and stole sec-
ond, setting up an intentional walk of Jo,
Carter. With the infield back at double-pladepth and everyone expecting Dave Win-field to swing away, Gaston pulled a sur-
prise and had Winfield bunt. Gaston could
remember only one other time this season
when he asked Winfield to bunt, and this one
was a perfect sacrifice that moved both
runners up.
Mike Stanton, a left-hander, came in for
Atlanta to face the left-handed hitting Oler-
ud, so Gaston sent Ed Sprague to pinch-hit.
That led to another intentional walk, loading
the bases. When Cox went to the bullpen
again for right-hander Jeff Reardon to face
right-hander Candy Maldonado, Gaston this
time stayed with Maldonado. Again, it ys, as
a matter of trust and a hunch that Maldonado
could do the job.
"I told Candy way before they started
bringing in pitchers, wa king people, that he
was going to be the man, and he was,"
Gaston said. "I could see it developing. If
you're supposed to be a halfway manager,
as some people accuse me of being, you can
see it coming."
Hockey from page 13
will be junior preseason All-Hockey East
selection Mike Dunham.
Dunham appeared in only seven games
for the Black Bears a season ago, but he
made the most of his opportunities, going 6-
0 with 2.20 GAA before leaving to join the
U.S. Olympic team.
On Saturday. the Black Bears will show
the Friars the second half of the spectacular
UMaine netminding tandem when senior
Garth Snow gets the start between the posts.
Snow was terrific a season ago, as evi-
denced by a 25-4-2 mark and a 2.44 GAA.
Most coaches in the U.S. would be more
than pleased to have either one of the U Maine
netminders on their squad.
But the Friars will be no slouches, either
as they were picked third in the HE pre-
season poll.
But anyway you look at it, it should be an
exciting opening weekend at Alfond Arena
as Walsh and Co.'s quest for the national
title officially begins.
Rani Boiled Eggs
Fill pot with water
enough to cover eggs
Put water on stove and
make really hot
(preferable boiling)
Carefully lower eggs into
hot water
After 15 minutes, remove
eggs, peel the shells
and eat
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Olympics
Golf an Olympic sport? Maybe
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) — Augusta Na-
tional Golf Club, an exclusive retreat which
opens its azalea-lined fairways to the public
just once a year, for the Masters, is offering
to open its arms to the world for the 1996
Olympics.
The invitation is part of the Atlanta Olym-
pic committee's effort to make golf a medal
event for the 1996 Games.
Final approval must come from the In-
ternational Olympic Committee and the
, r Id Amateur Golf Council.
' 'We're trying to send a message that
we're for both men and women's golf,"
club chairman Jack Stephens said during a
Wednesday news conference held on the
emerald carpet of c lipped grass at the course's
I edge. "We have no prohibition for any
member and any type member, and that's
always been the policy of the club."
Augusta National has just one black
among its 300 members and never has held
a women's tour nar tient.
Approval of its course as an Olympic
venue must come from an IOC which is
forbidden by charter from condoning racial
inequities.
Atlanta officials are eager to demon-
strate Augusta's acceptability by noting the
course was the personal choice of LeRoy
Walker, the new president of the U.S. Olym-
pic Committee and a grandson of slaves.
Billy Payne, chairman of the Atlanta
Committee for the Olympic Games. said his
decision to push for golf stems from a long-
felt desire to find some special way to leave
an Atlanta and Southern mark on the Games.
If the proposal is approved, golf wouldbe restored to the Olympic program for thefirst time since the St. Louis Games of 1904.It was pan of the 1900 Games in Pans.
Olympic golf would make the first timethe course would open in the summer months.
It normally is closed from late May tolate October, although that is more out of
tradition than out of concern about the hot
weather affecting grass and foliage. The
club was formed to give members from the
North a place to play golf in the winter.
There will be green Bermuda grass on
the course at the time of the Games, Ste-
phens said.
"We won't see it in Masters condition,"
Stephens said, although it will be in peak
condition for that time of the yeat.
"Golf in the Olympics is a very positive
step forward for golf, and we are extremely
excited about the possibility of being a part
of the Atlanta Games," said Stuart Bloch.
Joint chairman of the World Amateur Golf
Council.
Juan Antonio Samaranch, president of
the IOC, on Tuesday said the organization
would study the proposal.
"The last word is the IOC," Samaranch
said in Geneva. "We have to study it very
carefully." He said no decision is expected
until December.
The plan announced Wednesday would
limit nations to a maximum of three players.
There would be two 72-hole tournaments,
one for men and one for women. One tour-
nament would be played the last week in
July, the other the first week in August.
• NHL Roundup
Savard regains his scoring touch
By John Kreiser
AP Sports Writer
Denis Savard's scoring touch is back.
Savard, whose five 100-point seasons
with Chicago have looked like ancient histo-
ry since his trade to Montreal two years ago,
is scoring the way he did with the Black-
hawks. He set up three goals in the first
period Wednesday night to start the Mont-
real Canadiens on an 8-4 romp over the San
Jose Sharks.
Savard leads the Canadiens with 14 points
in eight games this season.
"What helps is that I'm playing in a lot of
situations, like I did in Chicago,—
 said Savard,
now in his third season veldt the Canadiens
since he was acquired from the Blackhawks.
"I'm playing a lot and that motivates me."
Savard made key passes to Kirk Muller,
Vincent Dainphousse and Gilbert Dionne in
the opening period as the Canadicns (4-3-1)
scored their third consecutive easy victory of
a three-game homestand.
After scoring only 15 goals in their first
five games, Montreal outscored the opposi-
tion 22-7 on the homestand, including wins
of 8-1 over Minnesota on Saturday and 6-2
over St. Louis on Monday.
Sav.ird, a native of the Montreal neigh-
borhood of Verdun, said his recent switch
back to center from the wing also helped his
scoring.
"At center, you have the puck more, and
that's my kind of game," said Savard.
Stephan Lebeau, Mathieu Schneider,
Todd Ewen, John LeClair and Guy Carbon-
neau piled on goals in the second period as
the Canadiens blew the game open.
Pat Falloon opened the scoring, while Ed
('ourtenay. Petn Skriko and Yvon Corriveau
scored in the third for the Sharks, who've
lost five in a row after beating Winnipeg in
their season-opener.
Rangers 2. Capitals I
Alexei Kovalev's goal with 4.04 left in
regulation broke a tie and like Richter
stopped 40 shots to outduel Don Beaupre as
the Rangers defeated Washington to remain
perfect at Madison Square Carden.
Kovalev, the 19-year-old Russian rookie
picked No. 1 overall by the Rangers in 1991,
scored his third goal of the season by beating
Beauprc with a short backhander after Jeff
Beukeboom's shot was stopped in front.
The Rangers, now 4-0-0 at home this
season and 9-0-1 over two seasons, made Jan
Erixon's goal at 14:43 of the second period
stand up until Dale Hunter tied the score with
8:21 remaining in regulation.
Sabres 4. Blackhawks I
Pat LaFontaine, Petr Svoboda and Dave
Andreychuk scored power-play goals as Buf-
falo beat visiting Chicago.
Daren Puppa carried a shutout into the
third period before former Sabre Christian
Ruuttu scored his first goal of the season at
4:12.
Nordiques 5, Blues 5
Steve Duchesne's goal with 1:31 left in
regulation lifted Quebec to a tie in St. Louis.
Craig Janney put the Blues ahead 5-4 at
4:55 of the final period with one of the eight
power-play goals scored in the game.
STEVENS
November 3, 1992
• December 1992 UM Graduate
• Former Paralegal at Student
Legal Services
• Former intern in Washington
office of Senator George Mitchell
e
 New Student Orientation Leader
at UM
• Our University needs an advocate
in Augusta
• This advocate must carry our voice
• Kathleen Stevens knows that
cutting education is not the
solution
• The diverse interests of the
University Community are vital—
respect these interests with proper
and complete representation
MAINE STATE LEGISLATURE
.kurhorivxl and paid for by the comm 4TM tt, elect Stevens Brett Ftaber, Treasure-
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UMaine lacrosse club
When asked if he felt the team had a
chance of making the transition from a club
sport to a team, Merritt said that approxi-
mately two years ago there was talk that an
All-Maine League would be established,
but it was not followed up on.
Merritt also said that the amount of funding
needed to form a team cost more than $14,000,
which largely exceeds UMaine funding.
The Black Bears home schedule will
commence the weekend of Dec. 6 when
I 'Maine will host a indoor lacrosse tourna-
ment in the Field House.
It will be a three-team tournament which
will tentatively include players from the Uni-
versity of Maine at Farmington, University
from page 13
of Southern Maine, and Maine Maritime.
The three schools will play each other
until each team has played approximately
six games.
"The tournament will enable the student
body to watch some good lacrosse," said
Merritt. "It should be entertaining."
The tournament will take place from
noon to 5 p.m.. so make sure you catch theBlack Bear lacrosse team in action beforethe men's hockey game. They deserve your
support.
If anyone is interested in joining the Uni-
versity of Maine lacrosse team, or if you have
any questions about the club, you can contactthe team President Rusty Merritt at 866-0&46.
Football team to take on UConn
from page 13
"We're walking into 3 bee's nest," Fe-
rentz said. "It's their Homecoming game, so
I'm sure they'll be fired up and get after us."
But Ferentz also feels that his team will
also be prepared to play.
"Our confidence has grown every week,"
Ferentz said. "My sense is that we will
respond to that challenge this week. We've
had a good week of practice, and I think
we'll be fine come game time."
The Black Bear (4-2. 2-1) defense con-
tinues io be the spark plug of the UMaine
squad. Defensive ends Corey Parker and
Fred Harner have teamed up for 55 tackles
and nine sacks. while linebacker lemal
Murph has 45 tackles and four intercep-
tions.
The defensive backs, who struggled ear-
ly in the season, have emerged as a big-play
group. Corners Bill Curry, Larry Jones and
Anthony Jackson and safeties Lance Boston
and Greg Mikell have combined for 11
interceptions, three of which have been re-
turned for touchdowns.
"Out defense sets the tone," Ferentz said.
"If it plays well, we have a chance against
anybody in .the league."
But the UMaine offense has also become
a dangerous weapon of late, led by work-
horse tailback Ben Sirmans. The redshirt
senior has run for 571 yards on 135 carries
to go with five touchdowns.
Sophomore quarterback Emilio Colon
appears to be becoming a solid playmaker at
the helm Black Bears. He has completed 90
of 154 passes for 1.063 yards and eight
touchdowns.
His top targets include senior tight end
Mark Shaw (13 receptions-177 yards), soph-
omore receiver Steve Cates (13-155), and
junior receiver Kenny Squires (11-202).
11Conn also have several offensive stal-
warts of there own. Tailbacks Ed Long (122
carries, 556 yards, 5 TD' s) and Wilbur Gil-
hard (51-359-5) lead the ground game. while
sophomore quarterback Tom DeSarno leads
the air attack. He has connected on 78 of 167
passes for 809 yards and three touchdowns.
All-American flanker Alex Davis is De-
Sarno's favorite target, snagging 21 receptions
for 259 yards and two scores. Tight end Brian
Kozlowski (20-228) is also a prime target.
Defensively, linebacker Doug Harkins(48 tackles) and safety Mark Chapman (four
interceptions) are the key players to watch.
Black Bear Notes: Ferentz reports no
rzal serious injuries, just a few nagging ones.
:ones (knee), defensive tackle Jed Wehrrnan
(shoulder), and fullback Steve Knight (shoul-
der) all should be ready Saturday.
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the basement of Lord
- Hall for your classified ad.
help wanted lost & found miscellaneous lan Wish Spring keg.21!!'Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida
from $119. Book early save $$$!
Organize Group Travel Free! 1-
800-426-7710
roommates
International Employment-Make
money teaching English abroad.
Japan and Taiwan. Make $2,000-
$4,000+per month. Many provide
room & board+other benefits!
Financially & Culturally rewarding! For
international Employment program
and application, call the International
Employment Group (206) 632-1146
ext. J5067.
FOUND: LLBean royal blue
backpack. Many things inside.
10/19 in Alumni Hall men's room.
Call 1545.
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs expert-
ence, replace zippers, hemming, etc,
Will pick up + deliver. Call Jeanne
827-5115.
FOUND: Tiger cat w/green collar
vv/bell on Pond St. in Orono.
Possibly named Jerry. Call 866-
0374.
Dog boarding $4.00 day at
Wilderland Kennels in Milford.
827-6207 9a.m.-5:30p.m.
Roommate needed to share Bradley
2BR townhouse. Prefer non-smoker
Call 866-7846. $.162.c0 t share
elec fcable.
Volunteer Drivers needed to
transport students w/ disabilities
to class. Helping Hand Van. Call
Lynette x7745 
FOUND: Pair of glasses with wire
frames, in brown glass case.
Found at Hilltop Commons. Can
be picked up at the Administra-
tive Offices of Campus Living, 103
Hilltop Commons.
Roommate wanted mif $215/
mo. everything included 3BR
apartment. Call 827-5201.
Students wanted to promote
weekend trips to Montreal. Skiing
and whitewater rafting also avail-
able. Call Collect (514)861-3335
Gorgeous male and female
exotic dancers for birthdays, special
occasions & parties call Exotica
947-4406.
Hoommate needed/house/Old
Town 170/mo+util. $170 dep. Grad
or serious student. 3 people total.
827-7897/UMO 2101/nice pl
$252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T-
shirts and make $252.50. No financial
obligation. A Risk Free program. Avg.
sales Time=4-6 hours. Choose from
18 designs. Smaller/Larger quantities
avail. Call 1-800-733-3265.
FOUND: Set of car keys at Geddy's
Sat night. One newer model
Crysier key and one dorm key. To
claim call 866-7156.
Car stereos, alarms, phones, remote
starters, sold and installed. Sony, Pioneer,
Pyie. Soundshapers 942-7688.
Wanted: , roommates ASAP to
share 3 bdrm Apt. in Old Town
$216/month inc. heat & hot water.
Cal! 827-0572.
FOUND: Casio digital diary and a
small beige Shanhouse winter
jacket. !f it's yours, stop by the
info, booth at the union.
AFS, American Field Service
returned students at UM. Contact
region rep Nancy Grant 866-4542.
WANTED: Travel reps for spring
break. Established company with
many years exp. Earn money on
spare time and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1-800-351ESTA. Ask for
Ronnie.
Share house in Old Town with
two others $220 includes all
Looking for serious students. Own
room 827-3694.
Clown: College grad will do parties,
promotions & worKshops. Includesjuggling, magic & fun. Max 1-8767.
The Maine Campus offers free
lost & found ads All you have to
do is stop by the basement of Lord
Hall or call 581-1273, Mon- Thurs
9a m -5p m. & Fri 10a.m -4p m
apartments
This week at Geddy's: $1 Roommate wanted: (M/F) Very
iar le apartment, great location in
Orono. Your own room, 200/mo.
heat incl 866-3827.
personals
drinks. Pre-rpoistration for Fri
"Grudge" matches. Thurs: $.25 drafts.
Part-time jobs avail. at Office of
Student Employment 2nd floor
Wingate. Flexible hrs. Bangor area
lost & found
ELL TGIF. Roastbeef & ham carved,
Gotta score to settle, "Grudge"
matches. You can win up to $300 in
prizes-$25 in Geddy's money,
Geddy's t-shirt, Geddy's sweatshirt &
Geddy's V.I.P. card Matches start at
9p.m. a.t., D.J. $1 cover.
2 Bedroom apt. Sundeck and yard
heat and hotwater included. Old
Town S510/mo 827-4990. K-Do you need a manager for that
baseball team?-1
LOST: 1986 UM class ring w/
garnet Greek letters on top. Last
seen 3rd fl library Sun afternoon.
Call 866-7624.
Old Town Quiet modern 1BR apt.
Sr-nifty-I love you"-KCPerfect for a couple $400mo.+elect.
Call 827-5036 or 827-7797 must
see.
Orono Thrift Shop, From Main,
take Pine, 2nd rt onto Birch. Wed
11-4 & Sat 11-2.
Happy 23rd B
-day Eric Dawson.
I love youl Ronda
LOST: Pair of glasses in Shibles Wed.
morning. Rafael Salaberry 1-2008 Buzzy-Thanks for the grub. I love
you-Your feathered friend
Spring sublet Orono Washburn
Place. 2bdrm-full basement heat/
HW incl. Avail. jan-May $660/mo.
866-7038
For Sale: Queen size bed w/ head-
board. Excellent condition. Very good
wood. Asking $75 or B/0. Call 827-
5373.
LOST: Delt Zeta sorority pledge pin
initials JLM on back. Bring to
Student Activities Office.
Angela, Kristin, and Maria-
Thanks for my birthday presents
-Jen
